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Welcome to
issue 59
How time flies! – the last edition of 2019 brings you all
the latest news in Recycling, Quarrying and Bulk
Handling and features on Shredders and Mobile
Processing Equipment.
With Xmas now firmly in our sight, its only a blink and then we are at
Las Vegas for CONEXPO. June brings us the CARS exhibition and then
the biennial HILLHEAD Quarry show at Buxton in Derbyshire. We all
hope the weather is kind that month as I’m sure all of us have
experienced the famous Buxton weather.
Please note that the first edition of 2020 – January/February will be
published a week later than usual as we are media partner to
CONEXPO.
It will be a packed edition covering the huge show and include a special
feature on Crushing and Screening so make sure if this is your field to
be included.
Enjoy your Xmas break.
John Edwards
Editor
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News

Hills develops new MRF for Wiltshire

Work is underway on manufacturing the plant
for a new materials recycling facility in
Wiltshire.
Hills Waste Solutions has commissioned Turmec to supply and
install the MRF plant, which will have the capacity to process
20 tonnes per hour of dry mixed recyclables.
The new MRF plant, located at Sands Farm in Calne, will treat
kerbside collected comingled recyclable materials collected
by Hills from around 220,000 households across Wiltshire
under a contract with Wiltshire Council, one of the largest
unitary authorities in the country.

The new Turmec MRF equipment will include various screens
with optical and magnet elements to maximise the recovery
of paper, cardboard, plastic bottles (PET and HDPE), plastic
pots, tubs and trays, cans (steel and aluminium) and food and
drink cartons.
Henry Newbery, recycling manager for Hills said: “Turmec was
awarded the contract to provide the MRF after a competitive
tender process which saw Hills evaluating MRF designs from a
number of providers. Turmec’s plant design and advanced
sorting equipment will ensure that we achieve a high-quality
separation of recycled materials.”

Hills Quarry
Products has
reached a milestone!
Hills Quarry Products’ supply of ready mixed
concrete has grown from strength to strength
since it started in 2005. With five concrete
plants supplying over 1,000 customers across
central and southern England, Hills has
reached the fantastic milestone of producing
over 1.5 million cubic metres of ready mixed
concrete for a wide variety of commercial and
domestic applications and uses.
This amount is the equivalent of the construction of 16
Wembley Stadium’s, four and a half Burj Khalifa towers or
the volume of 600 Olympic size swimming pools.
The 1,500,000th cubic metre was delivered in October 2019
to a residential building site near Wantage, Oxfordshire for
its long-standing customer, Conlon.
Chris Lambert, senior buyer at Conlon said: “Hills has
supplied ready mixed concrete to Conlon at many different

Hills Quarry Products’ franchisee driver Rob Batty delivering Hills’
1.5millionth cubic metre of ready mixed concrete to customer
Conlon’s site near Wantage, Oxfordshire.

sites since 2005 and has become a highly regarded and
preferred supplier. Being able to contact the Hills’ concrete
plants directly means we can get up to date information
and amend orders easily and efficiently.”
Peter Andrew, Group director of Hills Quarry Products said:
“Selling 1,500,000 m³ of ready mixed concrete is a
fantastic achievement. I would like to thank Conlon and all
of our customers, new and old, for their business and
support. Hills does a great job fostering longstanding
relationships with customers which is underpinned by a
high-quality service, quality assured products and our
ongoing commitment to health and safety.”
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Acquisition strengthens
Collard Group’s place in waste
sector’s top tier
Two of the South’s biggest names in waste combine in milestone deal
Hampshire-based
entrepreneur, Rob
Collard, is celebrating
25 years in the waste
business with the
acquisition of
Raymond Brown Waste
Solutions (RBWS). The
purchase, which was
Rob Collard - Founder Collard
Group with Adam Murnieks MD announced on Friday
Raymond Brown Waste Solutions
(18th Oct 2019),
elevates Collard Group Ltd into the top-tier of
waste management companies with a 1 million+
tonne annual capacity for waste and recycling.
The addition of RBWS’ resources including the incorporation
of three strategically-located waste transfer stations at
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Chilton (Didcot), Nursling (Southampton) and at Andover on
the A303 will expand Collard’s geographical footprint to
become an even more significant player in the waste sector in
the South. It now operates from nine recycling centres across
five counties from Hampshire to Surrey, Berkshire, Oxfordshire
and Wiltshire.
A combination of investment and acquisition has seen Collard
Group grow exponentially in recent years into a multidisciplined provider of demolition, recycling, skip hire,
haulage, aggregates and earthworks as well as supplying
high-grade secondary aggregates and ready-mixed concrete.
The newly-combined business now boasts over 4000 skips, a
150-vehicle fleet, more than 400 staff and a turnover in
excess of £50 million.

News
“The deal brings together two successful businesses and
strong brands, creating greater capacity for R Collard and
expanding the services available to Raymond Brown Waste
Solutions’ existing customers” says Rob who as founder and
owner remains a hands-on presence at R Collard Ltd, “We felt
there was great synergy between the two companies in terms
of service profile as well as approach to recycling and
sustainability “

Brown Group over the years and with them all the best in
what I am sure will be a prospering waste company.
Raymond Brown Group will now concentrate on growing its
Quarry Products and Fortis IBA divisions both of which have
had recent success in securing new reserves and contracts.”
Rob and his management team are keen to reassure existing
customers of both companies that it will be ‘business as
usual’ following the announcement:
“The integration of RBWS’ facilities, fleet, equipment and –
most importantly – it’s people including the existing
management team will enable us to achieve a seamless
transition of service for existing customers,” he continues,
“The two brands will continue to exist alongside each other
as we work to merge RBWS into Collard Group.”
Raymond Brown Waste Solutions operates the Chilton Waste
and Brown Skips brands.

R Collard and Raymond Brown Fleet

Don Coates, Chief Executive Officer commented: “Raymond
Brown Waste Solutions has been a key part of the group’s
overall development but will now have more opportunities for
growth as part of a focussed waste business. I thank my
colleagues for their hard work and dedication to Raymond

The acquisition coincides with the 25th Anniversary of the
establishment of R Collard Ltd and marks a major milestone
in the company’s history.
Rob started as a sole trader in 1994 with a second-hand
tipper lorry providing haulage services to local construction
companies. The last five years has seen significant investment
in plant and equipment, including a state-of-the-art wash
plant and new ready-mixed concrete plant, as well as
strategic acquisitions include the purchase of his late-father’s
waste management business M Collard Ltd in August 2016.

Collard Group’s acquisition of Raymond Brown Waste
Solutions is the next in a series of strategic
manoeuvres for the company. In 2016 Rob purchased
his late-father’s waste business M Collard Ltd
and in 2015 he invested £3.5m in a state of the art
wash-plant (pictured).
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News

Tarmac and Forth Ports announce
new construction materials
terminal at Tilbury2
Tarmac, the UK’s leading sustainable building
materials and construction solutions business,
has partnered with London’s fastest growing
port, the Port of Tilbury, to create the UK’s
largest construction materials aggregates
terminal at Tilbury2, the new port being
constructed on the north bank of the River
Thames.
The work will see the creation of new aggregate processing
and manufacturing facilities, including an asphalt and readymix concrete plant, at the new port terminal, supported by the
terminal’s deep sea capacity for vessels up to 100,000 metric
tonnes. Its riverside location will enable the easy import of
raw materials and facilitate the use of the River Thames as a
delivery route for processed construction materials into
Central London.
Martin Riley, senior vice president of Tarmac, said: “We’re
delighted to be working in partnership with Forth Ports on
this project. It demonstrates our firm commitment to the
development of industry leading infrastructure to support the
delivery of the UK’s long-term built environment ambitions.”
In February 2019, Forth Ports, owner of The Port of Tilbury,
obtained approval under a development consent order (DCO)
from the Planning Inspectorate to build a new terminal
adjacent to its current port in Thurrock. The new, privately
funded port is being built on a 152-acre site and it is
envisaged that Tilbury2 will act as a satellite of the main port,
comprising a:
• Roll on/roll off ferry terminal for importing and exporting
containers and trailers

• Construction Materials and Aggregate Terminal (CMAT) for
importing, processing, manufacturing and distributing
construction materials
• New nationally strategic rail and road connection into the
site
Tarmac’s Mark Wood, managing director – Materials South,
said: “This exclusive development will ensure the long-term
security of aggregate supplies into London and the South
East, allowing us to support vital construction projects while
using alternative transportation methods for the movement of
materials, taking vehicles off the congested roads around the
capital and using the Thames as a means of importing
aggregates and other bulk materials into London.”
Charles Hammond, Chief Executive of Forth Ports, owners of
the Port of Tilbury, said: “Our investment in the development
of Tilbury2 is essential for the Port of Tilbury to accommodate
the growing demand from our customers. This announcement
sees the creation of the country’s biggest construction
materials processing hub in partnership with Tarmac, the UK’s
largest supplier of construction materials, and is a valued
addition to the broad range of partnerships we have right
across our Tilbury facility.”
Peter Ward, Commercial Director at the Port of Tilbury, said:
“We look forward to welcoming Tarmac to Tilbury2 when the
facility opens in 2020. The port’s deep-sea capacity for
vessels up to 100,000 tonnes positions it uniquely to service
Tarmac’s planned on-site aggregate processing and
manufacturing facilities. Tarmac’s location within Tilbury2 will
ensure that the construction industry in London and the South
East of England can have fast access to the materials they
require.”
Joint development of the site by the Port of Tilbury and
Tarmac will take place through late 2019 to establish most
operations by the end of 2020.
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News

A-Trax Limited increase
their crawler track
production capacity

L-R: Gary King – Mktg Director,
Shaun Edwards – Group MD,
Matt Cheetham – Sales Director

A-Trax, a subsidiary of
ATG, supply
undercarriage crawler
track systems for a
wide range of machines
including screeners,
crushers, trommels,
excavators and
stackers for the mining,
material processing,
waste recycling and
construction industries.

Accelerated sales growth through increased
output:
Matt Cheetham – Sales Director, commented, “Certainly, as
far as undercarriage crawler track systems are concerned the
new site at Castle Donnington will provide A-Trax the ability
to significantly increase production to build and subsequently
grow the business.

Launched 10 years ago ATG were one of the first members of
the CEA that was not a UK manufacturer being accepted
solely on the basis of their innovative and totally unique
business model.
Today the company are hugely successful, working with
manufacturers of commodities in China, India and South East
Asia and supply a range of components, assemblies and subassemblies to OEMs in a variety of industries.

New investment:
Recently ATG have made further investment in a new site at
Castle Donnington in Leicestershire specifically focussing on
increasing their crawler track systems production for their
subsidiary A-Trax. The HUB team went along to chat to ATG
and learn of their future plans with this ongoing development.
Shaun Edwards – Group Managing Director, took up the story,
“This new expansion will give us the ability to increase
undercarriage track system production not only for the UK but
also in European and other International markets. We have
already made further investment in a third site in Nottingham
for our technical, quality and service support teams. This will
ensure increase efficiencies globally throughout the ATG
group.”
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“We can now offer a greater range and volume of
undercarriage systems whatever the requirement and with our
new resource we have more flexibility to produce standard
sizes or to create tailor-made solutions. In addition, we have a
proven ‘track’ record in the industries that we are targeting as
ATG’s success over the last 10 years has clearly shown. We’ll
also be holding a wide selection of spares including track
shoes, track chains, idler assemblies, track link repair kits,
rubber track pads, gearboxes and motors.”

News

Building a brand as well as a business:
Gary King – Marketing Director, commented, “Through our
strategic marketing strategy, we’ll be reminding our target
market that A-Trax’s core principles of quality and reliability
coupled with outstanding customer service are at the heart of
everything we do. In short, you’ll be able to rely on A-Trax to
keep you moving!”
For more information visit: www.atg-global.com and www.atrax-global.com
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Terex Ecotec Shapes its Future at
Global Dealer Conference
Terex Ecotec—industry leader in the design and
manufacture of wood processing, biomass and
recycling equipment—welcomed over 100
distributors and customers from across the
world to its recent Global Dealer Conference,
which took place from 25-27 September, 2019 at
its brand new Terex Campsie facility in
Northern Ireland.

The dealer conference took place at an impressive set up on
the factory floor at the Terex Campsie facility, with
presentations on the business and strategy going forward,
new product development, telematics and future technological
developments, conveyor product developments, technical
support and training, spare parts, marketing, and partnering
for success, to include support being offered by Terex Financial
Solutions.

Under the theme ‘Shaping Our Future’ the conference brought
together its distributor network and customers to see the
facility for the first time, set out its comprehensive product
portfolio—including the unveiling of four new products to be
launched this year—and shared its vision for the future
alongside partnering with their global distribution network for
success.

A dramatic curtain drop unveiling of the new TSS 390
Wheeled Single Shaft Shredder was extremely well received by
attendees, who also enjoyed a tour of the facility to see the
production lines where the Terex Ecotec product is being
manufactured.

The Terex Ecotec product line has grown significantly since it
was established in 2014 as a strategic response to meet the
specialised needs of customers in the growing waste
management and recycling sector. Tony Devlin, Business Line
Director for Terex Ecotec commented, “Terex Ecotec has
evolved considerably since our last dealer conference was
held in 2015, when we were essentially a new entrant to the
environmental market. Today, we are a major player in the
industry, which has been achieved together
with continual investment in our
business as well as through
the support of our
distributors.”

The proceedings at the Terex Campsie facility were followed
with an impressive array of live machine demonstrations at
the nearby RiverRidge, Maydown facility, Northern Ireland's
largest, and most diversified independent waste management
company. Different applications were processed to
demonstrate the capability of the new machines, with the
TWH Waste Handlers being used to load the material.
The new TDS 825 Slow Speed Shredder reduced the bulky
waste material with ease. Green waste material was
processed by the TBG 630 High Speed Shredder, producing a
high quality end product ready for composting. This fed into
the TFC 75 Organics Conveyor, which helped to further
aerate the material with its auger system and
efficiently create a large stockpile – saving on
material handling costs.

Global manufacturer Terex unveils their new £12m facility in Campsie, Northern Ireland.
Photographed at the event are Kieran Hegarty, President, Terex Materials Processing and Tony
Devlin, Business Line Director, Terex Ecotec, along with some of the new recruits at Terex Campsie.
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News
The Terex Ecotec Global Dealer Conference took place at an
impressive set up on the factory floor at the Terex Campsie facility.

The complete package for Biomass production was on show in
the waste wood area, with the TSS 390 Single Shaft, slow
speed primary shredder feeding into the TDS V20 Medium
Speed Shredder. The high spec biomass product produced by
the TDS V20 then fed into the TMS 320 Metal Separator,
which removed ferrous and non-ferrous contaminants to leave
a clean, high quality, finished biomass product.
Attendees also had the opportunity to sample the hospitality
Derry has to offer with a dinner and awards ceremony—
taking place in the iconic Guildhall which provided a striking
backdrop. Five awards were presented: Best New Dealer,
which went to GM Recycling, Best Year-On-Year Growth,
which went to Warwick Ward Machinery Ltd., Best Overall
Performance, which went to Molson, Best Year-OnYear Parts Growth, which went to Warwick
Ward Machinery Ltd., and Best Overall
Parts Performance, which went to
Molson.
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Tony Devlin continues,“The event was a huge success with
comments from distributors stating they appreciated the
opportunity to tour our new facility, meet our expanding
team, learn about our plans for the future, and get to see our
new products in action for the first time. The unveiling of the
new products created a particular excitement, and we are
excited to formally launch these products to market before the
end of the year.”
Following Terex Ecotec’s Global Dealer Conference, Terex
formally opened its Campsie facility to representatives from
educational, political and business institutions in the area,
when invited guests and local school students toured the
Terex Campsie facility, learned about the products being
manufactured there as well as career opportunities at Terex.
Kieran Hegarty, President Terex Materials Processing said at
the event, “Our objective is to be recognised as a leading
global manufacturer in the waste management, recycling and
mobile conveying sectors. Our Terex Campsie facility will
enable us to realise this ambition.”

News

The new TDS 825 Slow Speed Shredder reducing bulky
waste material with ease at RiverRidge, Maydown facility.

The TMS 320 Metal Separator
leaving a clean, high quality,
finished biomass
product.

A Terex Ecotec Gala Dinner and Awards Ceremony was
held at Derry's beautiful Guildhall.

The complete package for Biomass production was on show in
the waste wood area at RiverRidge, Maydown facility using
Terex Ecotec equipment (TSS 390, TDS V20 and TMS 320).
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Recycling

HAAS TYRON
increases throughput
by 50% for Parry and
Evans Ltd
Parry and Evans Ltd is a family run recycling
business located in Wales. The business was
founded in Welshpool in 1961 and have since
established themselves across two sites and act
as one of the country’s leading recycling
centres.

Across their two sites, they employee over 60 members of
staff and operate a fleet of 13 vehicles, with 200 skips
deployed nationwide. They specialise in the recycling of paper,
cardboard and plastic, and process over 3500 tonnes of
material per week.
As part of their recycling process, Parry and Evans shred their
paper reels, cores and paper bundles to reduce the volume of
the material. This enables them to produce denser bales and
reduce transportation costs.
Parry and Evans continually invest in the best equipment to
keep up with the demands of a growing recycling industry. As
part of this initiative, they required a new shredder that was
easier to manoeuvre around site and could provide them with
increased throughputs to increase their production capacity,
and to save on operational costs.
Parry and Evans had an existing relationship with CRJ
Services, due to their previous rental of equipment from CRJ.
Therefore, they had the reassurance that they would be
purchasing quality machinery from a company they could rely
on to provide them with excellent after-sales service via CRJ’s
expert service support team.
Following a series of meetings and site visits, CRJ was able to
establish the specific requirements that a new shredder
needed to meet.

CRJ suggested the Haas Tyron 2000XL 2.0 (7-7/4) would be
able to significantly boost their throughput tonnages thanks
to its independently driven twin shaft configuration, and large
tilting hopper that provides an aggressive infeed. The hopper
also comes equipped with foldable extensions which further
increase the size of the infeed area which is ideal for the long
cardboard tubes present in this specific application.
The Haas Tyron is fitted with crawler tracks for easy
manoeuvrability around site which can be operated via the
remote-control allowing Parry and Evans to seamlessly move
the shredder from one application to another.
Following the purchase of the Haas Tyron, we went to speak
with Nick Owen – Deeside Depot Manager to see how the
new shredder has been performing.
Why was the Haas Tyron chosen over other
options?
We felt the machine was well built, and as a company we
knew what CRJ services are like due to pervious rentals. It
gave us reinsurance if the machine needed any attention or
service it would be sorted quickly.
What has been the main benefits of operating
the Tyron over previous shredders?
It has a large hopper, great throughput, is self-cleaning and
the service backup from CRJ is excellent.
What increase in throughput have you seen
from the new shredder?
In comparison to our previous shredder, the Tyron is achieving
an additional 50% throughput.
Video Link:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTaoY3S953I
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Recycling

Technologies behind Pronar
recycling machinery range
Over 150 highly qualified engineers, well equipped, modern factories and their own
R&D Centre – this is how Pronar makes its machines. Over 30 years of experience in
manufacturing and wise investments are visible around every corner.
Concept & design
Starting with market research and concept idea, then 3D
modeling, pre-production runs, numerous hours of prototypes
torture testing and then finally the machine is ready to deliver
to a final user. It looks simple but takes a lot of time and
effort. The key factor is to deliver what the recycling industry
needs and make the right choices when it comes to product
range development.
Translating the concept and designs into ready to deliver
machines is a well-mastered art at Pronar. It comes from over
30 years of manufacturing experience and a clear vision
involving massive investment into production technology.

Lines of trommels at various completion stages

are performed there to establish how these will behave over
several years into the future thanks to artificial ageing and
simulating harsh environments in acid chamber, humidity
chamber, temperature chamber etc.

Raw material tests at R&D Center laboratory

Research & Development Centre
The Pronar R&D Centre which is located next to the main
factory is a huge advantage. Here they can test the quality of
supplied raw materials, supplied or in-house made
components and the performance of the entire machines. It
allows the Polish manufacturer to see if their designed
solutions work efficiently.
What’s interesting is that entire systems can be tested. Let’s
have a look at trommel or shredder hydraulic system as an
example. First, samples of steel delivered from the steel mill
are tested to ensure they within the specification. If
everything is fine, the components production starts. Later
highly specialized, automated diagnostic equipment and
stations test the sealing of hydraulic cylinders under pressure,
then the durability of hydraulic hoses, followed by the
efficiency and endurance of hydraulic pumps and motors. This
ensures that the equipment that leaves the factory is built
from high quality, thoroughly checked components.
A well-equipped laboratory is an essential part of the R&D
Centre and is capable of testing new materials in most of
ways known to modern science. Moreover, endurance tests for
materials, electronics, mechanical components and painting
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3D laser cutter allows to cut at any angle

The R&D Centre is also a great source of answers for difficult
questions that Polish manufacturers receive from users
interested in new machines. ‘Would the shredder work
properly in minus 20 degrees freezing environment?’ - asked
someone from Scandinavia. The entire machine was put in a
temperature chamber for 24 hours and then ran through the
day. So, the ‘Yes’ answer was provided through a ‘real
conditions’ machine test. Today the Scandinavian waste
recycling company from beyond the North Pole who asked the
question is running the machine for a second year with no
issues.

Recycling

Half made shredder on production line

Hydraulic components diagnostics

Customized painting available

Hydraulic cylinders tests for leakage

HEADQUARTERS
IN NAREW

SIEMIATYCZE

FACTORIES
NAREW NO. 1

STRABLA

NAREW NO. 3

Own components production

HAJNÓWKA

NAREWKA

Pronar has decided to make as many as possible out of key production components themselves in their seven factories located
in north east of Poland. The main reasons are the quality sustaining, costs reduction and better availability. These components
are hydraulic cylinders and hoses, pneumatics, wheels, tracks, drums for trommels, complete shafts for shredders, some of plastic
elements, not to mention all the steelwork made in-house. Moreover, the scale and quality of components production allow
Pronar to supply many other machinery manufacturers, some of them being well known global companies.
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Recycling

Welding robot in action

Hydraulic hoses pressure tests at R&D Center

Production technology
The company constantly invests in production technology development
which results in factories equipped with modern equipment. 3D laser
cutter which can cut at any angle saves a lot of time as it can do this
job in one pass in comparison to all those actions being normally
performed by many other machines and operators. To get a neat and
sharp cut, Pronar uses water cutters. During this process material is not
heating up thus retaining the hardness through the whole cross section.
Automatic welding robots provide massive time savings and secure
constant quality of welding process. Hundreds of automatic and semiautomatic steel processing equipment’s support steelwork needed to
build Pronar machines out of 80.000 tons of steel annually.
Tailor made vs. serial production
Even though Pronar machines are manufactured in series, there is still
room for tailor made solutions. The Pronar recycling machinery range
list of optional equipment exceeds 700 items. But that is not all. After
consultation there is also space for individual modifications that need
to be implemented to suit equipment to local laws, special climate
requirements or specific non-standard projects. Samples of such could
be additional safety protections, different lengths or placement of
conveyors, hopper extensions etc.

Shredders shafts knives cut on water-jet

Constant product improvement

Assembly lines

Changing market conditions and the desire for continuous innovation
mean that the machines are constantly improved. The same applies to
the production tools. This also is subject to constant assessment and
improvement, so that the production processes are set up the most
optimal way. Pronar constantly invests its rapidly growing revenues into
new technologies and facilities. Users’ satisfaction is the ultimate factor
which determines if the development direction is set appropriately.

CBR

ESTABLISHED
IN 1988
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MORE THAN
2,200 EMPLOYEES

AREA OF PLANTS 574 000 m2
= 80 FOOTBALL PITCHES
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150 ENGINEERS

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

WORLDWIDE
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
IN OVER 60 COUNTRIES

QJ341 JAW CRUSHER
THE CHOICE IS YOURS
Our bestselling QJ341 jaw crusher has been designed to deliver high performance,
RELIABILITYANDVERSATILITY WHILSTMAXIMIZINGOPERATORCOMFORTANDBOTTOM LINEEǈCIENCY
!VAILABLEWITHADOUBLE DECKPRE SCREEN ACHOICEOFENGINESANDNOWǆTTEDWITH3ANDVIK
My Fleet remote monitoring system as standard to help optimize your operation, we have a
solution targeted to your needs.
The choice is yours.

Find out more:
+44 (0)1283 212121
Info.mobilecs@sandvik.com
ROCKTECHNOLOGY.SANDVIK

Recycling

The Kiverco Modular Picking
Station makes its debut in Poland
Recycling solutions provider,
Kiverco, have launched their
modular Picking Station at Pol
Eco System, Poland in
partnership with their new
distributor. With growing sales
across Europe, Kiverco have
recently expanded their European
distributor network with the
appointment of Arcon Polska…
Established in 1974, the Arcon group was
set up to supply Central and Eastern
Europe with high-quality equipment for the
manufacturing and processing industries.
With a specialised recycling division which
boasts Doppstadt and Steinert, Kiverco’s
high quality, static and modular recycling
plants are now the perfect addition to
Arcon Polska’s current product range.
Having been embraced by dealers
throughout Europe for its simplicity and
ease of use, the Kiverco PS122 Picking
Station is a modular version of their solid
and robust stationary equipment. This
week, Arcon are showcasing this machine
at Pol Eco System, the largest and most
important event in Poland and Central and
Eastern Europe. This trade show welcomes
companies from across the recycling
industry and presents advanced
technologies, solutions and products for
sustainable development and the Kiverco

Picking Station is a unique, new machine
that Arcon Polska can now offer customers.
Michal Solsniak, Recycling Manager of
Arcon adds, “We believe the Kiverco range
of modular equipment is a perfect
complement to our current range of
recycling brands. We were attracted to their
equipment offer by the flexibility and ease
of set up, allowing a recycling plant to be
set up within hours. Kiverco’s reputation as
a quality equipment manufacturer and their
consultative approach to customers made
them a perfect fit for Arcon Polska. We look
forward to an exciting future with the
brand in Poland.”
Gabriel O’Keefe, Kiverco’s Dealer Manager
in Poland states, “We are delighted with
this recent appointment of Arcon Polska.
With their high level of coverage across
Poland in both sales and aftermarket
support and a dedicated recycling division,
we now look forward to continuing our
impressive growth throughout Europe.”
Kiverco consult, design, engineer and build
uncompromisingly robust recycling plant
for the any business in the waste
processing industry. They have been
manufacturing static and mobile recycling
plants for over 25 years. Whether you are a
small or a large plant operator, Kiverco can
provide equipment to suit all types of
waste streams.
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B&M’s Kobelco keeps its cool
North West based B&M Waste Services see investment in equipment as
“paramount” for long term growth in a highly competitive industry. Their latest
investments see the addition of a new Kobelco SK140SRLC-5 excavator fitted with
an NPK DG16 selector grab, both supplied by recycling machinery specialists
Molson Green.
B&M Waste Services are an award-winning
waste management company providing local
and national waste collection, recycling and
disposal services. As a family-owned business,
they pride themselves on providing a great
service and a high level of professionalism to
their customers. B&M have moved their
business forward over the years to what stands
today as arguably one of the most respected
waste management providers in the country.
With their head office on the Wirral, they have
expanded to a total of five sites, enabling their
national coverage. Other sites include Leeds,
Manchester, Sheffield and Preston, with each
site benefiting from investment in the right
equipment to get their respective tasks done.
One thing that is clear when you meet the team at B&M is
that they are proud to hold onto the values that they believe
a family run business should hold. With every element of the
business coming across as a thing of personal value to the
team, it is easy to see how they have grown their business as
well as a reputation of consistently meeting their customers’
demands.
During a recent visit to their busy Wirral HQ we got the first
glimpse of their new distinctively blue sorting machine – the
impressive Kobelco SK140. The primary function of this
machine is to pick out any large bulky items of recyclable
material such as metal, cardboard and plastic from the freshly
tipped waste prior to loading their static processing plant.
The first thing that you notice about the Kobelco (apart from
its colour) is its compact but solid appearance. As with all
excavators, the SK140 features air intakes and outlets on the
rear panels that are used to circulate air around the engine
bay and cool the engine. What makes the SK140 different to
most is that the intakes and outlets are positioned much
higher than other excavators on the market. In looks this
creates a feel of substance to the profile of Kobelco thanks to
an almost uninterrupted solid panel, but in truth it means
much more than that. This is the first indication of a key
feature of the SK140 that makes it work particularly well in
waste applications… the iNDr (integrated Noise and Dust
reduction) system.
What is the iNDr system?
As is often the case, the most effective solution is the
simplest. A creation of the Kobelco design team from their
factory in Hiroshima, Japan, the iNDr system does exactly
what it says. It delivers in two key aspects:
1. Reducing dust in the engine bay, often a cause of
overheating along with a host of other issues.
2. Reducing engine noise.
In order to prevent dust entering the engine, the iNDr system
features a mesh dust filter on the intake side that shields the
engine compartment from dust. External air feeds through the
patented iNDr filter system to trap dust preventing it from
entering the engine compartment. This creates a virtually
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dust-free air-flow, which improves the efficiency of the cooling
system and further enhances engine reliability. The mesh filter
is easy to remove and clean, so operators can include this on
their daily checks to ensure the excavator is running at
optimal performance.
How the Kobelco engineers have been able to reduce engine
noise is even simpler. By raising the air intakes and outlets,
the sound waves generated by the engine is allowed to
reverberate around the insulated engine bay for longer before
escaping. This not only reduces the engine noise levels the
operator is exposed to, but also creates a quieter working
environment around the machine. In addition, these lower
noise pollution levels create a safer working environment.
Tailor made for the job.
B&M have gone to extra lengths with this SK140 and also had
a Desert Engineering hydraulic reversable fan fitted to further
assist in keeping the engine cool when working in the
demanding indoor waste processing environment.
Other additional specifications to make this a true “waste
spec” excavator include an additional camera fitted to the
excavator arm looking down to the grab giving the operator a
closer view of the material being sorted to increase accuracy,
bolt on rubber blocks to prevent damage to the concrete floor
of the shed and a handrail to increase safety of the
maintenance team during the machine’ 500 hour servicing
intervals. All of these options have been selected during the
purchasing process following the advice of the experts at
Molson Green.
Tell it how it is.
B&M Waste Services Operations Manager, Craig
Wilson said: “For us, it is really important that
the operators are happy, because as we all
know – a happy operator, is a productive
one. The feedback so far has been how
smooth and precise the machine is,
along with how comfortable it is to
operate. This level of control allows
the driver to get it right first time
more often than not… from my

Recycling
point of view, that means efficiency! The addition of a
camera looking at the grab has also gone down really
well. Despite the fact that the Kobelco has a shorter
reach than the Sennebogen 817e that we have
previously purchased from Molson Green, this
additional visibility again allows the operator to have
a higher level of accuracy and certainty of what they
are picking. Andy and the team at Molson have been
great throughout the process. From the outset they
have been easy to talk to and, most importantly, they
have listened to what we have had to say. It sounds
like something simple, but so many think they know it all and
don’t listen anymore, so it has been great to work with a
company that do listen.”
Molson Sales Manager, Andrew Wilkinson said; “We
have worked hard to build a strong relationship with
Craig and all the team at B&M and after delivering
their first Sennebogen we really appreciated the
opportunity to offer an excavator solution for a
different site with different requirements. The
ability to understand a customer’s
requirements and call upon our vast
range of options in the Molson Group’s
range allows us to pick the right
solution, rather than just what we
have in stock as some of our
competitors do.”
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Ward’s new Liebherr LH40
material handlers, transferring
scrap metal at Ilkeston

Metal recycling and waste management
specialist invests £1.25million in new
Liebherr material handlers
Multi-award winning, metal and waste
recycling specialist, Ward, has invested £1.25
million in four new material handlers from
global construction machinery manufacturer,
Liebherr.
The Derbyshire-based business, with a nationwide remit, has
purchased four brand new Liebherr LH40 M material handling
machines, for the movement of various materials including
metal, wood, plastic and general waste around Ward’s sites.
One machine is a multi-user with grab, magnet and snipper
attachment. This will be utilised for on-site services for
projects within the demolition and construction industry.
Donald Ward, Commercial Manager at Ward, said: “Liebherr
LH40’s are considered best in class for performance, safety
and handling capacity. Their ERC System (energy recovery
system) ensures we get the maximum handling capacity, while
lowering the overall fuel consumption by up to 30%, as well
as reducing pollutant and noise emissions. We’ve made the
investment to increase the amount of materials we are able to
move around sites, improve processing times and to provide
the best equipment we can for our staff to make the job as
safe and comfortable as it can be.”
Lee Palmer, Managing Director of the Earthmoving Division at
Liebherr - Great Britain added: ‘We are immensely proud of
our relationship with Ward. They are a very professional,
forward thinking and innovative company and the team at
Liebherr look forward to being involved in Ward’s future
developments over the coming years.’
Ordered at the end of 2018, Ward has taken delivery of the
four material handlers throughout the year and the final one
was delivered on site at Ilkeston in September to support the
infrastructure improvements and installation of a Metso preshredder. Ward has now increased its processing capability
and recycles over 500,000 tonnes of ferrous and non-ferrous
scrap metal of all grades for sale within the UK and to export
overseas, annually.

The multi-award winning, independent fourth generation
family business has invested significantly over the last two
years with a complete office renovation at Ilkeston, opening a
dedicated deep sea dock at Immingham for the expansion of
its metal recycling capabilities, plus launching a new textile
recycling service WARDRobe.
About Ward
Specialists in waste management Ward prevents over 95%
of the waste it collects from ending up in landfill.
With a turnover in excess of £150million Ward is the
largest independent metal and waste recycling company
in the East Midlands with six sites in Derbyshire and
North Lincolnshire - three in Ilkeston, as well as
Swadlincote, Chesterfield and Immingham, providing UK
coverage for metal and recycling solutions.
An ISO accredited, fourth generation family-run business,
Ward has been established for over 70 years and now
employs over 400 people locally with a fleet of more than
120 modern heavy goods vehicles.
For more information visit Ward Recycling www.ward.com
or follow and like Ward on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn.
About Liebherr
Liebherr is one of the world's largest manufacturers of
construction machinery with more than 46,000 employees
who also help to shape technological advances in many
other industries. The Liebherr Group is still managed by
the Liebherr family. For more information visit:
https://www.liebherr.com.
Media contact:
Rachael van Oudheusden, Big Old House, 07989961082,
hello@bigoldhouse.com
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Pélichet to divert 200,000
tonnes from landfill with help
of new CDE plant
Pélichet Albert
SA, the public
works contractor
and aggregates
producer based
in western
France, operates
a circular
economy
business model
CEO Jérôme Pélichet and Marc Sopransi,
Business Development Manager at CDE
with operations
in demolition,
groundworks, landfill and C&D waste recycling.
The almost century-old company, which was founded in 1921,
has, over the past two decades, adapted its business to pay
greater attention to recycled materials for use in the
construction industry. This follows the introduction of local
legislation in Le Pays de Gex which, in the early 1990s, halted
the extraction of finite natural resources in the French region.
A former quarry, the company’s Chauvilly site, became the
base of its recycling operations in 1998 and has processed
C&D waste material sourced from Pélichet’s business activities
ever since.
A new 160tph plant recently commissioned by leading wet
processing equipment manufacturer CDE at the Chauvilly site
will support Pélichet to divert up to 200,000 tonnes per year
of inert construction and demolition waste from landfill, and
with it enable Pélichet to expand its operations through
additional revenue stemming from the production of higher
value products.
CEO Jérôme Pélichet said, “More than a supplier, we wanted
to find a partner to come on this journey with us; a company

that would oversee the process, from design through to
commissioning on site, and work in conjunction with us to
fully understand our operation and our business objectives.”
Challenging feedstock
An abundant stockpile of heavily contaminated historic
landfill material presented a challenge.
“We encountered the problem of quality,” Jérôme said,
explaining of the company’s old plant and process before it
commissioned a new CDE wet processing plant. “So, we took
a different approach with the acquisition of this new
installation,” he added. “It allows us to manufacture quality
materials that better meet the demands of our clients.
“It was during a visit to the UK where we visited a C&D
waste recycling operation utilising CDE plant that convinced
us CDE was the right partner for this project.”
“We saw first-hand the challenging feed material CDE plant
was capable of processing and extracting high-value
aggregates from. We had access to similar grade material, but
until that point didn’t have the technology to process it.”
The Pélichet plant mainly processes two types of feed
material; firstly, excavated materials from its construction
works and demolition operations, including 0-300mm claybound, silica-limestone material and, secondly, 0-40mm
crushed C&D waste. The presence of plastics and other
organic contaminants retained after processing was resulting
in second rate products with lower value.
Water availability proved to be another significant challenge
at the company’s Chauvilly site. “For us it was imperative to
have a plant which used water resources efficiently and
reduced the demand on our limited natural water supply on
site,” Jérôme said.
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A tailored solution
Marc Sopransi, Business Development Manager at CDE,
explains how the commissioned plant is the result of a
detailed site audit and clear understanding of aims and
objectives of the Pélichet operation.
“The technical approach around this project was based on the
resolution of four objectives. The main one being to maximize
the incoming material, to be able to process more complicated
materials than Jérôme was able to treat before. The second,
improving the quality, so treating more dirty materials –
ultimately to bring them to a better quality. The third, on the
environmental side, to be self-sufficient in terms of
consumption of water. And the fourth, to be able to implement
according to the constraints of the site.
Using CDE’s co-creation approach, a solution that married
CDE’s technical expertise and Pélichet’s commercial and
environmental objectives was developed. CDE's client
approach is unique,” Marc said. “Jérôme found it interesting
to be able to develop this solution live with the designer.”
Jérôme added, “CDE offered me a complete installation –
turnkey – with a very strong analysis at the beginning to
understand my needs.”
An innovator in cyclone technology, CDE has designed and
delivered almost 2,000 projects globally since 1992 to
increase the efficiency of materials washing operations. The
solution is “based on the latest patented innovations from
CDE,” explained Marc Sopransi.
“Each customer has their own unique challenges, be they
geographic – or site limitations – or related to feed material.
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Every wet processing solution we commission is tailored to
the customer. Of the near 2,000 projects CDE has
commissioned worldwide, each plant would feature something
unique to respond to the particular challenges of that site or
project, and Pélichet is no different.”
In response, CDE presented the blueprint of a bespoke wet
processing plant, including the R2500 primary scalping screen
designed to handle heavy clay-bound gravel, rock and mineral
ores and construction, demolition and excavation waste. The
R2500 ensures the efficient delivery of difficult material to the
wet processing plant.
It feeds the AggMax 251 modular scrubbing and classification
system, engineered to maximise product yield from clay-bound
feedstock.
CDE’s flagship EvoWash technology – a compact, modular
sand washing system – integrates a high frequency
dewatering screen, sump and hydrocyclones to provide
unrivalled control of silt cut points and eliminate the loss of
quality fines producing a range of high-quality sands.
Addressing the company’s desire to completely self-sufficient
in terms of water supply, the plant design incorporates a full
water management system which recovers and recirculates up
to 95% of process water.
The system includes an AquaCycle thickener which uses a
flocculant to separate clean water from the solid particles. The
solid particles form a sludge which is dried further in the Filter
Press, recovering more water for recirculation and creating a
dry filter cake which can be used for pipe bedding and landfill
capping.
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Water supply to the system is fulfilled by a submerged
rainwater storage tank located beneath the plant. It can store
up to 2,600m3.
Sustainability and profitability
“Highly efficient water management has resulted in
considerable cost savings for our operation,” Jérôme said.
“The feedstock we process is challenging material and our old
plant was returning recycled aggregates of a lower quality
and value.
“The new plant commissioned by CDE is maximising
profitability by extracting more value from our end product as
a result of a more efficient process that returns higher quality
recycled aggregates.
“We can step up the range of our materials, market them
better and respond to the expectations of our customer.”
The engineered-to-order wet processing system commissioned
by CDE is supporting Pélichet to transform 160 tonnes per
hour of raw feed into washed 0-4mm, 4-10mm, 10-20mm and
20-40mm aggregates for use in concrete mix and drainage
systems.
“Our companies bring the products and they leave with
them,” he said. An estimated 80% of the products produced
are reused by Pélichet companies while the company markets
the remaining 20%.
“There are economical benefits to the plant and, importantly,
there are environmental benefits, too. What was formerly an
unsellable product destined for landfill is being processed and
recycled into valuable resources for the construction industry,”
Jérôme added.

It is estimated the new plant will support Pélichet to divert up
to 200,000 tonnes per year of C&D waste from landfill.
“My customers are increasingly concerned with making
sustainable choices when it comes to their aggregates
supply,” Jérôme commented.
Pélichet is proud to continue to build upon its proven
sustainability track record with the support of CDE, as Jérôme
explained.
“As a company we have a long history, one that is almost a
century old. By adopting this sustainable business model with
industry experts we’ve a confident outlook for the future of
the business, and specifically the lifespan of our Chauvilly site.
It is up to us to work with our customers to show them we
can do things right and that recycling is important for
everyone.”
“I am very confident of the partnership with CDE,” he
concluded.
Marc added, “Our Customer for Life model means we will
continue on this journey with the Pélichet team and provide
after-sales support. Our expert engineers and CustomCare
team will continue to offer unrivalled maintenance support
and pre-emptive parts availability for high-wear and
consumables will minimise downtime and maximise plant
throughput.”
He concluded, “It was a pleasure to work with Jérôme and
the Pélichet team to commission its latest wet processing
plant that will enable the company to unlock the full potential
from its available feed material.”
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JCB excavators join
family firm’s fleet
Britaniacrest Recycling has recently taken
delivery of a new JCB JS200W wheeled
excavator from local dealer, Greenshields JCB.
The company has also ordered two JCB JS220X
excavators to be used for loading crushers, a
screener, shredders, waste trommels and
breaking concrete, in addition to occasional use
for demolition and groundwork.
The JS200 is being put to use at Britaniacrest’s busy licenced
waste transfer facility at Hookwood, just up the road from
Gatwick Airport, mainly for sorting waste and loading a
shredder. When required the excavator is also being used to
load articulated tipping trucks – maximising its flexibility.
“We opted for the JS200W because of its greater stability
and reach when sorting waste and loading articulated tipper
lorries. The key benefits of the JS200 are its reach, its larger
grab for bulk loading and its reliability,” said Britaniacrest
director Ray Foss Jr.
The JS200W is a multi-work tool designed to be more
productive though its ability to cover a broad range of tasks.
Weighing in at approximately 22 tonnes, the JS200W has a

closed box section revolving frame to increase strength and
reduce stress, while also making the excavator highly resistant
to impact damage on demanding waste and recycling sites.
The 1.18 cubic metre bucket capacity further contributes to
productivity, while the excavator’s ergonomic cabin design
gives the operator clear visibility over the job in hand as well
as what’s going on around.
Formed in 1993 by Ray Foss (senior), Britaniacrest Recycling is
a family business employing over 95 staff. The company
reduces the waste entering its transfer station by 90% before
sending the unusable remainder for energy generation. The
company is constantly evolving to recycle more waste and to
offer higher levels of customer service.
With the new JS200W, Britaniacrest operates a 16-strong fleet
of JCBs across its sites at Gatwick, Warnham and Storrington.
Foss Jr. commented: “One of the main reasons we went with
JCB was the back-up and service it offers. Our overall view of
JCB and its equipment is very high we have a very good
relationship with the company.”
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Eriez
Stake in
Sustainability
Being situated just outside the Welsh capital,
Eriez Europe is already highly familiar with the
UK government’s renewed commitment to
“[ensuring] producer responsibility and a
consistent approach to recycling”. In terms of
recycling rates, Wales is proudly taking the lead
in the UK, with more than 50% of municipal
waste being recycled. However, it is a littleknown fact that Wales stands third overall
worldwide for percentage of municipal waste
recycled. This goes a long way in substantiating
the sustainability ethos embedded within Welsh
government, community and industry. Eriez
Europe’s position as the only magnetic
separation manufacturer within Wales, with
dedicated recycling solutions, gives it unique
access to a wealth of local knowledge. This
understanding of the recycling industry is also
rooted in the foundation of Eriez Europe’s newly
opened Recycling centre, giving customers from
all industries the opportunity to see the results
achieved by Eriez equipment before investing.
Presently, the Welsh government is moving towards a goal of
70% of all waste to be recycled, and this culture of constant
progress is also harboured within Eriez Europe. Simply looking
at sales of Eriez Europe’s Eddy Current Separator (ECS) alone,
an advanced sorting system which uses a powerful magnetic
field to separate non-ferrous metals from waste, provides a
clear reflection of its strength and effectiveness. Just under 50
ECS machines have been purchased this year alone, many of
these to local companies. This could be attributed to the fact
that increasingly over the past few years local authorities
have started bringing recycling in-house, a number of these
throughout the wider UK choosing Eriez Europe’s ECS to fulfil
this task. On a surface level, the driving force behind this
move to process waste internally is a reduction of costs
instead of outsourcing to contractors. However, perhaps more
crucially, this shift hands more autonomy to local authorities
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over recycling quotas and overall quality; particularly relevant
under increased pressure from government to improve
recycling statistics.
Wales currently collects approximately 50% of all its dry
recycling via the kerbside sort collection system, which is a
valuable method of keeping contamination levels low,
however recycling technologies like the ECS are relied upon to
ensure effective removal of contaminants from recyclable
materials. According to recent reports, PET is the most
commonly used and easily recycled plastic due to its airtight
and rigid, yet flexible, properties which make it particularly
suitable for use in the food and drink industry. Eriez Europe
manufactures an expert module for separating PET flake from
metal contaminants before it is reformed in to greener
packaging. This specialised ECS has an ultra-thin belt to allow
the material maximum interaction with the magnetic field, an
adapted nose and splitter to ensure maximum degree of
separation and other unique design features. With the local
demand for powerful recycling technologies and
environmental policies set to ramp up across the globe, Eriez
Europe is expecting demand to continue increasing. This
demand has generated incentive within Eriez to seek methods
of refining and improving many of its recycling solutions.

Sales | Spare Parts | Service | Hire

Red Knight 6 Ltd are the appointed dealers for Rubble Master,
Anaconda, Chieftain Trailers and Komplet, for all your crushing,
screening, recycling and transport needs
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Demolition of a building:
is it just a pile of rubble
and waste?
The benefits of MB Crusher units towards Green Demolition

“Nothing gets thrown out! Is a lesson we have
learned from our grandparents. Any scrap, can
be reused, changed or repurposed to become
something different. To though something out is
a waste, to waste something means to lose
money. In short, circular economy has always
existed.
All above concepts can be applied to demolition processes,
moreover when we demolish to requalify, redevelop or
rebuild. Nothing gets wasted. Material is selected, processed
as necessary and then reused, directly on-site or somewhere
else.
A company in Spain understands this well, having recently
demolished its old shed, to then build another one in its place.
"Our demolition process was much more than breaking down
the shed," they stated, "it was like destroying a building
made with Legos and then using the same bricks to build a
new one. So, we did. What we demolished, we reused for the
most part to redo the building. The bulk of the work was done
by the MB Crusher’s crusher bucket, with which we crushed
the inert materials to reuse them as the basis for the new
shed. The job was carried out with a single heavy machine,
and with a single operator, at the same yard, quickly and with
a minimum investment."
Building demolition: Waste only? NO, in fact, demolition is a
process made up of various steps— time and cost— that
represent the basis of a change. And if the demolition is done
correctly with the right machinery, it became a great
advantage for the company carrying it out. Sufficient to say,
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sustainable demolition saves about 80% of the waste from
the landfill. Selective demolition—green demolition or
deconstruction— it might seem more expensive, time
consuming, more demanding. In reality, it saves money, time,
and tax benefits.
In France, a company managed to recycle almost all the
demolition debris of an old house and reuse them to build the
new one directly on the same spot, forgetting all the logistics
and disposal problems.
In Turkey, one excavator and one operator recovered and
recycled the road demolition material – a mixture of basalt
and asphalt— directly on-site and at a very low cost. How?
By attaching a BF90.3 crusher bucket to his excavator, which

Recycling

collected the excavated material, then crushed it and made it
available on site for immediate re-use.
Selective demolition, therefore, is the first step towards a
circular economy in which construction will give value to
waste. The quality of the result depends on the type of
demolition process and the machinery used for the separation
and processing of the debris.
The MB Crusher product range is designed and built around
these needs. For example, if you need to have different sizes
material, simply adjust the jaws of the crusher bucket or
change the panels of the screening bucket directly on-site
(video Uruguay). If you need to handle material of different

types and sizes, install the
right accessory on the MBG clamps.
Anyone who uses MB
machinery can gain value
from the construction site
waste, turning waste into
quality material, converting
the raw material into profit.
With the MB Crusher
attachments, it is possible
to maximize the recovery of
the waste material, high
quantity and high quality
are concrete advantages:
reduction of cost of
transporting the waste material, reduction of the costs of
transfer to landfills or treatment plants, elimination of
material repurchase costs, profits obtained through the re-use
or recycling of the material.
Moreover, if well managed, a sustainable demolition project
has a significant impact on the state of abandonment of
many urban and industrial areas. Where a dilapidated house
or warehouse is demolished and replaced with a new one,
there is added value, with benefits for the whole city and for
the community that lives nearby.
The goal of recycling 70% of construction waste by 2020,
established by the EU is possible when and where appropriate
solutions are used correctly.
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Making an Impact
There are many decisions we need to take in our
work lives. When it comes to dealing with
maximising the feed materials such as
demolition waste, the choice of crusher is key;
different brands and most importantly impact or
jaw crushers?
A few years ago, it would have been a short conversation, jaw
crushers accounted for roughly 90% of the market, it was the
go-to product. Today we see a shift in the market, there has
been a new kid on the block, impact crushers have eaten into
the share and now account for 20% of the UK crusher market.
Leading that charge is Austrian firm Rubble Master who were
introduced to the UK market three years ago by their
distributor Red Knight 6 Ltd (RK6).
“Advances and changes in the construction industry have
affected material spec over the years. Rough, irregular product
is not acceptable anymore, this has seen an increase in the
demand for impact crushers where you can get a versatile
and high-quality aggregate,” said Paul Donnelly, Managing
Director at RK6.
“When we started RK6 we wanted to work with the best
manufacturers in their field, Rubble Master lead in the mobile

impact crushing sector. The range of Rubble Master products
we’re able to bring to the UK market can deal with anything
from demolition and construction waste through to stone,
glass or reinforced concrete. This flexibility is key to our
customers. The Rubble Master machines have been built
specifically for the recycling and quarrying industries,”
continued Paul.
RK6 offers five Rubble Master products in the UK, starting
with the hook lift, 12 tonne RM60, through to the recently
available 42 tonne RM 120GO! All the machines in the range
are highly mobile, easy to transport and have low running
costs due to the hybrid electric hydraulic design.
“The range is so versatile in terms of working in any size of
site and the product it can handle and the high tonnage that
can be achieved wherever companies need. It means higher
prices for the output product,” added Paul. “We offer full
training and support on the range to support customers after
the initial investment.”
If you want to find out more about the Rubble Master range
visit www.redknight6.co.uk or contact the team on
sales@redknight6.co.uk

Comparing the Range
Model

Output

Feed
Inlet opening
material size

Weight

Edge length
max. 500 mm

640 x 550mm

12,000 kg
available with
CS system

RM70GO! 2.0 Up to 150 t/h

Edge length
max. 600 mm

760 x 600mm

19,500 kg
OS and
recirculating
system available

RM90GO!

Up to 200 t/h

Edge length
max. 650 mm

860 x 650mm

23,600 kg
Screenbox and
recirculating
system and
CS available

RM100GO!

Up to 250 t/h

Edge length
max. 750 mm

950 x 700mm

29,000 kg
Screenbox and
recirculating
system and
CS available

RM120GO!

Up to 350 t/h

Edge length
max. 850 mm

1,160 x 820mm 35,120 kg
Screenbox and
recirculating
system and
CS available

(depending
on material)

RM60
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Warwick Ward Scoops Landmark Deal with
Stobart Biomass Products
Terex Ecotec and Ecohog equipment will support the creation of highspec woodchip for Stobart’s biomass burners…
Waste recycling equipment supplier Warwick
Ward recently signed a landmark deal that sees
its Terex Ecotec and Ecohog products
supporting a new biomass production process
for Stobart Biomass Products Ltd.
Stobart Biomass Products is the UK’s number one supplier of
biomass fuel, with long-term contracts in place to supply 2
million tonnes of fuel to Energy Recovery Facilities, generating
renewable energy equivalent to the annual domestic
electricity needs of 2% of the UK population.
The company wanted to produce a high quality biomass wood
chip with target specs, such as minimum fines and oversize.
Warwick Ward demonstrated how Terex Ecotec’s TDS 820 Slow
Speed Shredder, TDS V20 Medium Speed Shredder and
Ecohog’s THM ECS-2000 Metal Separator worked together,
achieving Stobart’s required specifications and producing a
high consistent through-put, with a more uniformed product
achieved so that the biomass burners
could get maximum efficiency out of
their woodchip.
Mark McGlinn, Territory Sales
Manager, Terex Ecotec said, “With
such a tight specification to meet,
Stobart were attracted to the TDS
V20’s unique ability to produce a high
quality biomass product with minimal
fines and oversize, without
compromising on through-put. Its
intelligent contaminant protection airbag system also provides the
confidence that no major damage will
be caused should a foreign object slip
through the net. Coupling up with the
versatile and highly efficient TDS 820
pre-shredder gives their
operators familiarity, using
the same simple, easy to
navigate control system on
both machines.”

Some of the Stobart team in front of the new
Terex Ecotec and Ecohog equipment.

These features, together with health and safety benefits
gained from ease of maintenance and serviceability across all
three machines, has resulted in Warwick Ward’s solution
taking Stobart forward in their biomass production. The
mobile line has been set up across two sites, Port Clarence
site (Middlesbrough) and Widnes site (Liverpool).
Aaron Whitrow, National Site Manager, Stobarts Biomass
Products said, “Warwick Ward worked closely with us to
create a mutually beneficial equipment and service level
package that meets our specific needs. This included
guaranteed through-put, a dedicated engineer, high level of
internal training and on-site consignment stock. Producing
high quality fuel that meets our customers’ specification is of
the upmost importance to us, so we needed a solution that
could achieve this whilst reducing running costs across the
whole process. We’re delighted to identify significant savings
using the Terex Ecotec and Ecohog set up, compared to our
previous outgoings in wear parts and machine running costs
per tonne.”
James Tunnicliffe, Recycling Sales Manager, Warwick Ward
said, “Following the machine trials - attended by
representatives from Warwick Ward, Terex Ecotec and Ecohog,
we took members of the Stobarts Group to Northern Ireland
for a factory tour of Ecohog and Terex Ecotec, which also

Terex Ecotec’s TDS 820 Slow Speed Shredder, TDS V20
Medium Speed Shredder and Ecohog’s THM ECS-2000
Metal Separator will support the new biomass production
process for Stobart Biomass Products Ltd.
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Shredders
James Tunnicliffe, Recycling Sales Manager for Warwick Ward, Aaron Whitrow, National Site Manager for
Stobarts Biomass Products, Tristam Hubbard-Miles, Global Sales Director for Ecohog.

James Tunnicliffe, Recycling Sales Manager for Warwick Ward, Aaron
Whitrow, National Site Manager for Stobarts Biomass Products.

included a tour of Terex’s multi-million-pound parts factory.
Having seen the machines in operation on their site and then
visiting the manufacturers, Stobart’s were extremely
impressed with these facilities, and we completed the deal in
June 2019, consisting of all six machines and a three-year
service contract plan across all machines.
‘’The day we got the signature on the order form was a
fantastic milestone for Warwick Ward. We knew the machines
were capable of achieving the targets required after already
having both Terex Ecotec and Ecohog products in other bluechip companies. I believe this shows confidence, not only
within Warwick Ward, but also the manufacturers, to prove
our concept worked, and would work well going forward in

the biomass industry. It’s been a pleasure to build such a
great relationship with Stobarts.”
Tony Devlin, Business Line Director for Terex Ecotec said,
“Having Stobarts as a customer has shown the strides
Warwick Ward have made since becoming a dealer for Terex
Ecotec just over three years ago. We’re privileged to be part of
this prestigious set up at Stobarts—it is a clear demonstration
to the burgeoning biomass industry that we can provide
specific solutions to achieve desired results, and just as
importantly, the resources needed to back it up.”
Tristam Hubbard-Miles, Global Sales Director
for Ecohog said, “Ecohog are delighted to
have worked with Warwick Ward to secure
another high profile Biomass processor
contract in the UK. Our THM ECS-2000 is a
well-established solution to adding value to
the process by recovering valuable nonferrous and ferrous metals, and other
contaminants whilst also removing them
from the biomass to protect the
downstream boilers. We have no doubt the
overall mobile solution chosen by Stobarts
will enable them to achieve ultimate
efficiency and production output whilst
ensuring onsite flexibility and safety. We
look forward to supporting the ongoing
relationship between Warwick Ward and
Stobarts in the future.”
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Shredders

UNTHA UK launches
shredder rebuild division

Industrial shredder
specialist UNTHA UK –
headquartered in
Boroughbridge, North
Yorkshire – has introduced
the ultimate in a ‘closed
loop’ business model, by
creating a division dedicated
to the complete rebuild of its
machinery.
Having installed more than 9,000
shredders globally, UNTHA is a brand
renowned for equipment that is built
to last. So, seemingly tired
technology that may have reached
the end of its useful life with one
organisation, could still have decades
of operational potential with
another.
Thanks to the establishment of a
new shredder rebuild division,
UNTHA UK can therefore take back
unwanted machines, before restoring them so that they look
fantastic – almost matching the condition of when they were
first commissioned.
“The pace of change within the waste and recycling sector is
undeniable,” commented UNTHA UK’s managing director
Marcus Brew, the brains behind the new division. “This means
that some companies outgrow their shredding technology
after 5-10 years and move on to look for an upgraded
machine. But this shouldn’t render their incumbent equipment
redundant.
“We spend all of our working lives at UNTHA UK helping
clients make better use of the country’s resources, to ensure
we reduce, reuse and recycle more ‘waste’. Now we’re really

practicing what we preach by
devising a return-to-base scheme
that keeps high-value equipment
within the supply chain too.”
The launch of the division was made
possible by the Product and Process
Innovation (PAPI) project, which is
part funded by the European
Regional Development Fund as part
of the European Structural and
Investment Funds Growth
Programme 2014-2020. The PAPI
project is delivered by the University
of York and provides grants that
help businesses from the region to
spearhead the creation of new
goods and services.
“The whole process was fantastic,”
elaborated Marcus. “The PAPI team
really embraced our vision and gave
us a large investment which meant
we could be up and running – with
a fully-fledged new division – in a single phase.
“We now have a stronger client proposition, will have created
three jobs by the end of 2019, and have strengthened our
own commitment to the environment at the same time!”
Elaborating on why PAPI supported UNTHA UK with the
rebuild initiative, Darrell Hooper, PAPI Innovation Adviser said:
‘This is a great example of a business diversifying from it's
core product of selling brand new equipment. This capital
investment means that Untha can refurbish and revitalise
older, less efficient equipment rather than consigning it to the
scrap pile. The refurbished products also make a perfectly
priced entry level point for smaller businesses to manage their
shredding needs.’
www.hub-4.com November/December 2019 - Issue 59
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High Capacity
Shredding with
Terex Ecotec’s New
TDS 825 Slow
Speed Shredder
An industry leader in the design and
manufacture of wood processing, biomass and
recycling equipment, Terex Ecotec has achieved
significant growth and development and today
offer a comprehensive product portfolio of
mobile shredding, screening, handling,
separating and conveying equipment.
Continually striving to introduce new
technology to the market Terex Ecotec are
delighted to launch the new TDS 825, a robust
twin shaft, slow speed shredder.
Ideal for large scale operations this high capacity machine
takes shredding to the next level and is suitable for all types
of material including household waste, bulky waste,
commercial waste, green waste, waste wood, tree stumps and
roots. Customisable shredding programs allow operators to
configure the machine to their specific requirements,
maximising production. The hydrostatic drive offers protection
against contamination and allows for bi-directional shredding
while independent gear boxes enable each shaft to be run
separately helping to reduce wrappage and improve the
shredding of material. Should a blockage occur the shafts can
be controlled via the radio remote control allowing material
to be repositioned before attempting to shred again. The
double shaft shredder has 2.5m long shafts made from solid
steel, with a fully welded tooth configuration giving an
extremely high production rate with excellent size reduction.
Located in the centre of the chamber, directly below the
shredding shafts is the replaceable breaker bar, which controls
the end product size by retaining material in the chamber to
aid reduction and protects the transfer belt from damage
caused by large pieces of contaminants. A number of breaker
bar options are available depending on the level of reduction
required, these are easily replaceable due to the side door
chamber access. Powered by a 770HP
Scania V8 DC16 engine, the machine
has been designed to provide
operators with unrivalled
levels of service access.
The high volume, tipping
hopper increases the feed area
providing optimum material
feed and can be activated using

the control panel or via the remote control. Tipping cycle
times can be configured to suit the application. Hydraulic
folding hopper extensions allows for increased capacity,
preventing the infeed material from falling out especially in
bulky applications. Quick and easy set-up from ground level
is guaranteed taking a matter of minutes with no tools or
working at height required. The overband magnet providing
magnetic separation is both height and angle adjustable
hydraulically, and lifts up and away from the product conveyor
when not in use. All conveyors are built to a modular design
allowing each one to be removed independently for ease of
maintenance. A separate transfer conveyor with a high
specification belt ensures material is effectively removed from
below the shredding chamber. The product conveyor raises
hydraulically and folds into maintenance mode to allow
removal of the transfer conveyor. The TDS 825 is manoeuvred
via a robust tracked undercarriage making it a great solution
for difficult terrain.

The addition of the TDS 825 Slow Speed Shredder will further
enhance an already significant portfolio of products offered by
Terex Ecotec, meeting both market and customers’ needs. It
will be available to purchase via Terex Ecotec’s world class
dealer distribution network that provide the sales and
aftermarket service demanded for in the market place.
To learn more about the new TDS 825 and to locate your
nearest dealer visit www.terex.com/ecotec
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Mobile Processing Equipment

Defined final aggregate in a single pass.
Mesh screen and refeeding belt for RM 70GO! 2.0…
Now available for the RM 70GO! 2.0 - a
combination that has already been available for
a number of years on the larger compact
systems. Starting this year, the proven
integrated mesh screen with refeeding belt is
available with the most compact crusher in the
RM GO! series to enable crushing and screening
in a single pass. The additional equipment is
transported together with the crusher unit.
Compact dimensions during operation as well as during
transport - together with high throughput, these are the main
requirements for the RM 70GO! 2.0. These are fulfilled
effortlessly with a transport width of 2.167 metres. Even with
the mesh screen and refeeding belt installed, there are no
changes to the transport width. This means that no
accompanying vehicles or additional special permits are
needed. "Full integration into the system's control system also
provides a high level of safety for the operation, which has
the highest priority for us in all our innovations", explains
Gerald Hanisch, found and CEO of RUBBLE MASTER.
The mesh screen makes the mobile crusher even more
efficient. The final aggregate is screened to the required final
aggregate size in a single pass. Precise sorting accuracy and a
throughput capacity of up to 120 t/h is included. The RM MS
70GO! is installed directly on the RM 70GO! 2.0 crusher and
no auxiliary equipment such as cranes or diggers are needed
for assembly. A closed loop is set up using the refeeding belt

to produce a finished high quality final aggregate in a single
processing step. Depending on the application, the screen
decks can simply be swapped or combined.
With the add-on mesh screen, RUBBLE MASTER yet again
proves that meeting customer requirements with solution
driven innovations is an integral part of the RM philosophy.
Solution driven thinking was the reason why Klaus Weickl
(Ing.), Managing Director at Weickl Erdbau GmbH, decided to
go for a RUBBLE MASTER system. "Technically, RM is the
market leader in terms of performance and industrial design.
Without too many bells and whistles, their machines are in a
class of their own: Easy to use, intuitive and elegant."
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Blue Group supply Powerscreen
machines to Groundwork Services for
the SST 3 project in Sunderland
Blue Group are the leading provider of material
processing equipment across the UK and
Ireland, offering a range of products for the
Quarry and Demolition, Energy, Recycling,
Scrap and Port Industries. With eight
strategically placed offices across the UK and
Ireland, Blue Group offer a wide range of highquality products from some of the most
renowned brands on the planet.
Our Demolition range includes products from; Powerscreen,
EvoQuip, Rammer, Fortress, Rammer and Allu. Crushers and
Screens are a great option for those dealing with demolition
waste. We supply a huge range of both Powerscreen and
EvoQuip, crushers and screens, meaning the customer can size
the end product to the exact specifications they are looking
for.
Murray Plant, a Blue Group Company, also offer a range of
attachments used in the demolition industry, from some of the
world’s leading brands, including; Rammer, Fortress, Pladdet,
Allu and Excentric Crusher. Their attachment portfolio
includes; hydraulic hammers, pulverisers, shears, grapples,
screening buckets and crushing buckets, meaning there is an
attachment for every demolition application you can think of.

of Sunderland. North East Earthworks are working on phase
3, which is a critical 2.4km stretch of road that links the
Northern Spire to the City Centre and is due for completion in
2021.
Previously, Groundworks Services were hiring Crushers and
Screens, however as the business has grown, new and bigger
contracts have come through. This meant that rather than
continuing to hire, they saw the opportunity to purchase new
machines, as a more suitable alternative. Blue provided that
alternative, in the form of a Powerscreen PT 400X Crusher and
a Powerscreen Warrior 1400X Screener.
The realisation was that there was a lot of made ground
which couldn’t be used as engineering fill in its current
condition, so the material needed to be screened to remove
the bigger particles. Groundworks were previously using a
screener from a different supplier; however, it wasn’t really up
to the challenge it was faced with, which resulted in
production and throughput being poor. With Blue since
supplying them with a Powerscreen Warrior 1400X, their
process has become a lot more efficient with throughput
being around 500 tph.

Blue Scotland recently supplied a Powerscreen PT 400X
crusher and a Powerscreen Warrior 1400X screener, to
Groundwork Services, who are working on the SST 3 project in
Sunderland. The case study can be read below.
Established over 30 years ago by Fred Barron, Groundwork
Services (Durham) Limited take great pride in being a family
run business that has substantially grown and maintained its
family values and robust reputation as a credible civil
engineering contractor. The company now offer a
comprehensive range of services, including; roads and sewers,
pathways, car parks, plot works, concrete site preparation,
drainage and foundations.
North East Earthworks is a new business set up within the
Groundwork Services group of companies, to provide
innovative solutions to all earthwork requirements. This led to
them recently taking on the SSTC3 (Sunderland Strategic
Transport Corridor Phase 3) project, working in partnership
with ESH Construction as the principal contractor. The SSTC
project is a five-phase project providing a dual carriageway,
which links the A19 right through the City Centre, to the Port
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Groundwork Services decided to upgrade their previous
smaller crusher to a Powerscreen PT 400X. This is because the
project would require up to 80,000 tonnes of hard material
(including concrete and tarmac) to be loaded, therefor, a more
heavy-duty machine was needed. The PT 400X is part of
Powerscreen’s Jaw Crusher range and are amongst the most
advanced and reliable in the market and are highly productive

Mobile Processing Equipment
in a variety of applications. With its large hopper and
throughput at 400 tph, the machine was ideal for the project.
The on-site operators are already seeing the benefits of the
two new Powerscreen machines, as productivity has increased
significantly. Director of North East Earthworks, Ben Johson,
added: “The guys are loving the machines and are finding
them very easy to use, in comparison to machines we have
been previously utilising”.
Ben goes on to explain why they chose to go with Blue and
Powerscreen: “We first met Blue at the Plant Worx event and
have built a good relationship with them ever since. The
service, support and backup that they offer is the best on the
market and we know that with the support of Kyle, if we ever
have a problem with one of the machines, an engineer will be
on site straight away to fix the problem. We have seen a huge
difference in throughput and performance since the new
Powerscreen machines have been on site, and we have been
impressed by the reliability of both machines”.

Kyle Mills, Salesmen for Blue Scotland, commented: “It’s been an absolute pleasure dealing with Groundwork Services. I
first met with Fred & John Barron to discuss the project requirements and what it was they wanted to achieve. Once we
completed our site assessment, we agreed the PT400X and 1400X Warrior were the correct machines for the job. We had
many competitors trying to get onto the site but due to the service Blue Machinery provided they decided to stay with us.
I’d like to take this opportunity to once again thank Groundwork Services for their businesses, it’s much appreciated.
Here’s to continuing a happy and healthy working relationship”.
Groundwork Services will now be working hard on this project over the next two years, to make sure completion is
achieved by 2021. Both the Powerscreen PT 400X Crusher and Warrior 1400X screener will play a big role in making sure
the process runs smoothly.
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McLanahan Modular Wash Plants
With a long history of designing, manufacturing
and installing modular wash equipment,
McLanahan’s line of UltraWASH modular wash
plants are the latest line from the company.
Engineered to include all McLanahan
equipment that helps producers meet their
process requirements, the UltraWASH provides
the reliability, simplicity and efficiency that
producers need from a modular plant.

All equipment that is part of the UltraWASH plants, including
the vibratory screen, hydro cyclones, dewatering screen, sump
and pump, is based on the company’s well-known, fieldproven designs. UltraWASH plants provide a quick, easy-toinstall processing system. These modular wash systems are
ideal for producers facing criteria such as planning permits,
multiple locations, short-term deployment, or an
unknown/variable feed stock (e.g. C&D waste streams
applications) that make implementing a customized, fixed
processing solution difficult.
Currently available in six sizes and configurations, the
UltraWASH can produce up to three aggregate products and
up to two sand products. There is a single process water feed
point, as well as a single effluent discharge point.
We currently offer several additional configurations and addons to the UltraWASH, including:
• Single or dual sand product
• Feed preparation (log washer, blade mill, coarse material
screw)
• Attritioning module for specialty sand production
• Organics removal module
• Water treatment with high density or paste style thickener
• Filter press for complete wastewater treatment
Ease of maintenance
McLanahan knows the importance of uptime, so the
UltraWASH is designed with ease of maintenance in mind.
Our pump trolley service platform allows the pumps to slide
out from underneath the chassis for greater access when
performing maintenance activities, such as changing the
impellers or replacing casing liners. A foot pedal for lifting the
discharge pipe from the pump and a locking mechanism for
then holding the pipe aloft offer the clearance needed for the
pumps to roll out on the trolley service platform unrestricted.

We also offer a
retractable feed
conveyor to allow
easier access to the
feedbox when it
comes time for
servicing. Rather
than lifting
personnel to the
height of the
feedbox to perform
maintenance, we
bring the feedbox to
them. With the push
of a button, the
conveyor will retract
and the feedbox will
be brought closer to
ground level, making
it both easier and
safer for your
personnel to maintain. An upgrade to a track-mounted feed
conveyor is also possible thanks to our partnership with
Anaconda equipment.
Another maintenance feature we’ve included in our
UltraWASH Modular Wash Plants allows easier access to the
aggregate hood. Simply remove the section of grating from
the walkway behind the aggregate hood, slide the aggregate
hood back and reattach the grating in front of it. This creates
a platform for accessing inside the aggregate hood when
needed.
Quick setup
Because our modules arrive in individualized containers, they
are quick to set up and easy to move around for different
configurations. This also makes them easy to transport to
other sites. Assembling each module is simple and takes less
than a day to get the whole plant up and running.
While there are a number of modular plant solutions available
in the market, McLanahan is one of the only companies
offering both custom and modular washing solutions. This,
combined with years of processing design knowledge,
provides unmatched industry expertise in providing the correct
solution for your application.
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Quarrying

Angle Park Sand and Gravel Ltd.
add two more Volvos for their
Melville Gates and Mountcastle
operations in Fife
To meet with increased demand, Angle Park
Sand and Gravel Ltd. has purchased a second
Volvo L150H and replaced a venerable L120E
with a new H variant.
Based in the picturesque town of Cupar, Fife, Angle Park Sand
and Gravel Ltd. has been producing high quality sand and
aggregates since 1961. Today, this third-generation family-run
business supplies domestic and commercial markets
throughout the central belt of Scotland.
Led by father and son team, Ian and Peter Cuthbert, Angle
Park Sand and Gravel Ltd. operate from two sites, located in
Melville Gates and Mountcastle.
than 1% discrepancy between what the machine is loading to
what is weighed on the weigh bridge. This saves significant
time when loading vehicles, without the need for them to top
up or discard excess loads, which makes our production flow
faster.”
Both the L120H and L150H shovels benefit from Volvo
designed and manufactured driveline components, designed
to offer considerable fuel savings each shift. The L120H and
L150H are equipped with Volvo Stage V 8 and 13 litre
engines, which develop 276 and 300 hp respectively.

Commenting on the delivery of these two new machines,
Peter Cuthbert states; “We’ve been working the Melville site
since we started up and have owned and operated Volvo
equipment pretty much from the start. We moved into the
adjacent Mountcastle site six years ago and, as the
development of the site has progressed, we saw the need for
a large loading shovel to take care of our production
requirements, purchasing our first L150H last year. There has
been a significant increase in demand over the last twelve
months, which has prompted the need for a second machine
in this application.”
Replacing a fourteen year old L120E at the Melville Gates site
comes a brand new L120H, complete with a 3.4m³ rehandling
bucket. “We’ve had great service out of the old machine,
which clocked up 28,500 hours loading out road wagons and
keeping the hoppers busy. Admittedly, we did have to replace
the engine at 24,500 hours, and we cannot really complain
about that, but it made us stop and think about making the
decision to move it on in favour of a new machine, and SMT
GB struck a competitive deal for the L120H.”
“Similarly, we’ve been really pleased with the L150H we
purchased last year for the Mountcastle operation. It has been
fully deployed digging at the face, feeding the plant and
loading out road going wagons. But the reality is, we needed
a second unit to meet production demands.”
“As before, we specified the machine with boom suspension
for long load and carry work, but also a larger capacity bucket
coupled to the Volvo Load Assist feature, which has really paid
dividends towards the machine’s efficiency onsite. There is less

One of the key features with the Volvo power units is that
maximum torque is achieved at relatively low rpm, and the
resultant fuel savings are further enhanced by the Volvo Eco
pedal, which encourages the operator to run the machine at
its optimum rpm in the engine’s torque curve.

Commenting on the aftersales care provided by SMT GB, Peter
adds: “Besides the good performance and production
capabilities of our Volvo loading shovels, we also appreciate
the aftersales support we receive from SMT GB’s Customer
Support Centre at Stirling when we need it.”
SMT GB markets Volvo Construction Equipment products,
which include; wheeled loaders, articulated haulers, hydraulic
excavators, Volvo utility equipment and Volvo road equipment
products in Great Britain. There are eight strategically placed
Customer Support Centres, a dedicated National Used
Equipment Centre and a network of utility equipment dealers,
to ensure high quality customer support is maintained
throughout the country.
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Efficient use of cone
crushers - how users
achieve optimum results
A cone crusher is often used in the second to
third crushing stage and operates according to
the pressure crushing principle. It is suitable
primarily for use in medium-hard to hard and
abrasive natural stone and in mining
applications. In the second and third crushing
stage cone crushers produce a very high final
grain quality.
However, perfect results can only be achieved with optimum
operation of the crusher. Apart from the selection of the
correct crushing tool, there are a large number of variables
that influence the crushing capacity of a cone crusher. The
following points must be observed in order to operate a cone
crusher efficiently and reliably.
Do’s

 Adapt the processes in case of overload.
Overloading of the crusher is characterised by strong
movements on the bowl and by briquetted material on the
crusher discharge conveyor. Prior to feeding, the feed
material must be pre-crushed to make it smaller or fine
material must be prescreened. If necessary, the crushing
gap must be increased. An increase in speed can also have
a positive effect.
 Avoid fines.
When fine material is fed in, tool wear and the crusher
load is significantly higher than with prescreened feed
material. Therefore activate the primary screening at the
upstream jaw crusher or, alternatively, position a screen
machine before the cone crusher to separate fine material.

 Fill evenly and avoid running empty.
A material layer should always be present in the feed
hopper because this reduces wear. Avoid overfilling and
ensure that filling is even because this guarantees a
constant load and prevents serious fluctuations. Your
process and plant run more stably.
 Observe the maintenance and inspection
intervals.
Regular maintenance and observance of the inspection
intervals increase plant availability and thus the
productivity.
 Monitor the process regularly during
operation.
Regular monitoring allows operators to detect overloads in
good time and to adapt process parameters. Overfilling of
hoppers must be avoided, also in the case of material
return sections.
 Prior to starting: check the process.
Before using in a new application, you have to check
whether the installed tool is suitable for the task and
which crushing gap can be operated. Process simulation
can provide support in this area.
Dont’s
 Avoid loading wet and sticky feed material.
This can lead to a blockage of the crushing process which,
in turn, increases the risk of overloading and permanent
damage to the crusher.
 Observe the correct feed size.
Feed sizes that are too large or too small can both have
negative effects on the process and can damage the cone
crusher. Select the tool to match the feed size and the final
product and adapt the feed size to match the tool. Ensure
that only material of the same type is loaded and avoid
gap grading.
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Continuous Feed System
This system monitors the crusher fill
level with a sensor and automatically
controls the supply of the feed material.

Quarrying

Do’s und Dont’s for cone crushers
Perfect results can only be achieved with optimum operation of the crusher.
These points must be observed in order to operate a cone crusher efficiently and reliably.

Increasing demands on the final product make intelligent
machines that support operators with their work necessary.
Plants therefore become increasingly more complex, however,
long periods of instruction for operators are often not possible
in practice. As an innovative manufacturer of crushing and
screen plants, KLEEMANN has therefore set itself the objective
of adapting its machines to user requirements and of
developing user-friendly elements.
The KLEEMANN design offers numerous different features that
facilitate work for the operator. For example, the Continuous
Feed System guarantees a continuous crusher load. This
system monitors the crusher fill level with a sensor and
automatically controls the supply of the feed material. The
machine can also automatically adjust the crushing gap in an

overload situation. The
integrated overload
system protects the
crusher against
uncrushable material
such as wood or metal
and also operates
automatically.

As a general rule,
operation of KLEEMANN
plants is designed in a
simple and intuitive
manner. The control
concept SPECTIVE
allows the machines to
be operated
conveniently at a touch
panel. All components and functions can be controlled
comfortably from the ground. The standard series radio
remote control even makes ergonomic operation from the
excavator or wheel loader possible.
Our local contact partners provide you with comprehensive
support for all applications and questions related to our
products. Thanks to our closely-knit, global WIRTGEN GROUP
network, we guarantee short reaction times and quick
solutions. Original parts and accessories on site assure the
high reliability and availability of the machines.
You can find further information and user-friendly features on
the cone crusher here:
www.kleemann.info/kegelbrecher

Kleemann: mobile cone crushers
A cone crusher is often used in medium-hard to hard natural stone and in mining applications. In the
second and third crushing stage cone crushers produce a very high final grain quality.
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by the leading crusher service provider

The Genuine Alternative

www.cmscepcor.com

Quarrying

New Milton Sand & Ballast
increase efficiency with a new
DUO Triple Solution plant
Located on Caird Avenue, New Milton, Dorset the 40-acre site is operated by New Milton Sand &
Ballast (NMS). Owned by the Drew family since the thirties, extraction on the site has long expired
and currently the company process all their materials here which are imported from two of their
other sites. Imported materials being primary gravel from their Downton site and various British
Standard Recycled materials from their Pennington site.
Operating an aged wash plant was not efficient and NMS made the decision to invest in a new plant that would improve the
processing efficiency and provide more saleable end product which included clean material for their concrete plant.
Paul Drayton – Operations Director for NMS took up the story, “We sat down with several companies to discuss our
requirement and ultimately chose DUO as they offered us a comprehensive solution with the inclusion of two AMP twin TAK
Hydro Classifiers. In discussion this provided us with the confidence and reassurance to produce sands that were going to be
contaminant free because ultimately, we needed to use the recycled material for our concrete plants.
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Quarrying
primary gravel is fed by wheeled loader into the heavy-duty
remote-control tipping grid.
When the plant feed is switched recycled material is fed into a
mobile Warrior 1400X which screens off to stockpile any -70 +40 before feeding into the grid. This machine is tracked out
of position when the plant is fed with primary gravel.
Material is then fed up an inclined feed conveyor under a
magnet onto the top deck of the 3.7 x 1.5m Double-Deck
Rinsing Screen. Fixed at an 18º working angle the top deck
acts as a relieving screen to keep the pressure off the bottom
deck. Here a 6mm aggregate is sent to stockpile with oversize
fed onto a side conveyor to stockpile.
The twin AMP sand plant

A successful tender:
With the project awarded to industry leading specialist - DUO
Equipment (part of DUO Group Holdings Ltd) supplied a
unique ‘triple solution’ processing plant.

Material is then fed into the log washer where the blades
convey the material from the feed end of the scrub to a 3.7 x
1.5m double-deck part rinsing screen. Any organics such as
roots or plastics are floated off to be dewatered over the
Aggrescrub™ 6x2 trash screen. Underflow from the trash
screen is received in a catch box under the screen and then
gravity fed to the sump tank under the hull.
The main product, sand falls through the bottom deck which
is then pumped from the rinsing screen up to the twin 500mm
hydro cyclones of the AMP sand plant. Consisting of a highenergy 3.2m x 1.5m split dewatering screen and two 150/100
pumps each separately for sharp and soft sand the
specification is completed with one TAK 161 as the upward
current classifier for soft sand and a second TAK 161 as the
upward current classified for sharp sand.
John, continued, “The TAK’s are an essential part of the
process, with regards to contaminant removal. The plant is
also capable of dealing with a percentage of Trommel Fines
when required.

Twin 500mm hydro cyclones

A unique plant:

All ongoing aggregate is fed via conveyor to a 16 x
5 triple-deck screen which then separates and
feeds four separate stockpiles of
10mm/14mm/20mm/40mm clean aggregate.

The Plant has been designed to process as raised Sand &
Gravel, General C & D recycled materials, which are dealt with
on a rota system.
Paul explained, “We generally change over every month which
takes a whole day as the plant has to be thoroughly cleaned
with attention specifically to the screens and the log washer
to remove debris which would contaminate any primary
material. We only need to do this when we change from
recycled to primary feed as the change from primary to
recycled has no effect.
“It does take effort, but we have a rather cost-effective
unique plant which can provide all the clean materials we
desire.”
John Collins – Technical Director, DUO Equipment,
commented, “With NMS requiring to process alternate sharply
contrasting feeds we based the design around the highly
successful Aggrescrub™ 150 log washer and as there were
quantities of organic contaminants in the feed, AMP twin TAK
Hydro Classifiers were included to remove them from the fines
fraction and provide a guaranteed clean, contaminant free
material for the NMS Concrete Plants.”
Sand Processing:
Capable of 150tph the plant is currently operating at 150tph
for primary gravel and 80-100 tph for recycled materials ;
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The Aggrescrub™ 150 log washer

Organics Plant
Situated above the organic’s removal plant the twin hydro
cyclones remove the ultra-fine particles, taking them from the
top and feeding a concentration of sand into the twin TAK
hydro classifiers. When the sand settles in the TAK a clean
water upstream current is introduced from the bottom and
then by moving the set point, up or down you can then
control precisely what the grading is at the bottom end of the
sand and how much you float off.

Quarrying

Four stockpiles of 10mm/14mm/20mm/40mm clean aggregate.

Feed hopper and primary conveyor.

Cutting Edge Control System:

A financially sound investment:

The control system for this specific wash plant is stored in a
centralized cabin on the site, which is one of the options
offered by DUO, alternatively the panel can be mounted onto
the machine, all of which are pre-wired.

Paul commented, “I was very pleased with the commitment of
the DUO engineers who were superb. The installation, Health
and Safety procedures were all conducted at very high levels, I
couldn’t fault them!

This option exemplifies the flexibility of DUO and the concept
to suit individual customer needs or preferences.

“Since commissioning in June this year, the plant has been
working five days a week doing a great job; bearing in mind it
is multi-tasking washing the primary and recycled feed.
Financially it has made sense for us to have one plant capable
of handling both feeds as most companies who go down this
route would operate two plants, so it’s fairly unique.”

Other equipment – freshwater tank, flocculent unit, filtrate
water tank, sludge pump and two belt press were supplied by
NMS.

General view of the ‘Triple Solution Plant’
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The Omega J960M Mobile Ele
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Quarrying

Creasey Crushing & Screening
opt for McCloskey excellence
In 2015, Lincolnshire based David Creasey
founded Creasey Crushing & Screening Ltd with
just 2 members of staff in a local quarry.
Shortly afterwards, David secured the lease on a
second quarry and purchased a small number of
machines, enabling him to dig block stone and
screen walling stone.
By early 2016, after 8 months of running old, temperamental
equipment, David made the decision to invest in a McCloskey
J45 Crusher from Agg Pro. With an increase in external
contracting work, David needed a reliable fleet of machinery
along with a larger team to help him carry out work to a high
standard.
By 2018, David had grown his fleet of McCloskey machines to
include an R105 Scalper, J45 Pre-Screen Crusher, an S190
Triple Deck Screener and a further J45 Crusher for hire
contracts. A true advocate for McCloskey machinery and with
a need for greater production and a larger hopper, David
upgraded his R105 Scalper to an R155.
Business has continued to go from strength to strength and
has increased the need for top class, highly productive
machinery. Earlier this year, Creasey’s added a third J45
Crusher and a second R155 Scalper due to expansion in their
hire business.

Sadly in March 2019, after a short battle with cancer, David
passed away.
David’s sons, William, Harry and Josh have taken over the
family business and has continued the Creasey legacy of
providing a great service to their customers supplying block
stone and aggregate, machinery hire and external crushing
and screening contracts.
Dave is no doubt looking down on William, Harry and Josh
with great pride. Agg Pro are honoured to have supported
the business by providing a great range of McCloskey
machinery and look forward to a continued close working
relationship with the Creasey team.
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Budge the sludge: Mine uses
air cannons to unclog chutes
By Mike Moody / Business Development Manager, Martin Engineering
Eagle Mine in Western Marquette County of
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula is the only primary
nickel mine in the United States, delivering
~1.5% of the world’s total nickel production.
Material accumulation was causing problems in
an undersized chute in the handling process.
Buildup began at the hopper and at the
discharge slope, but could also occur at
virtually any point, blocking the chute.

The
cannons
deliver a
powerful
blast of air
in the
direction
of the
moving
cargo.

The breaks in
production and
ensuing
downtime had a
significant effect
on the cost of
operation.
Eventually,
workers attacked
the clog with air
lances from the
top of the hopper
and bottom of
the chute. The
method used a
tremendous
amount of
compressed air
and diverted
manpower from
other essential
duties.

The technical team at Martin Engineering observed that the
existing approach did not adequately aid the flow of material.
“We proposed installing air cannons at strategic points
throughout the chute to dislodge material and aid flow, but
managers had some initial reservations,” said Jason Haynes,
Territory Manager for Martin Engineering.
“Compressed air is almost a currency here, so we were
naturally skeptical of using a solution that might impact
pressure,” added Ted Lakomowski, Lead Reliability Technician
at the mine.
Air Cannons
Air cannon technology uses compressed air to promote proper
flow by quickly filling a tank, delivering a powerful shot to the
vessel wall in the direction of the moving cargo, dislodging
adhered material and introducing it back into the stream.
After Haynes detailed the low impact that new air cannon
technology has on compressed air systems, Lakomowski
advocated for the installation of seven 35 Liter (9.25 gallon)
Martin® Hurricane Air Cannons. Designed with safety and
low maintenance in mind, the cannons feature a centrally
located outward-facing valve assembly that can be replaced
within minutes, without the need to remove the tank from the
vessel.

Strategically positioned at a 30º angle,
the cannons keep material flowing.

One unit was placed at the area where material discharged
into the hopper, two others were positioned at the hopper
slope where the most accumulation was observed and two
more were placed along the drop chute. “We also installed
one cannon at the top of the hopper and one at the bottom of
the chute where it discharged,” said Haynes.

A single worker can perform maintenance
on outward facing valves, reducing potential risk.

Results
Operating on a regular firing schedule of every 1-10 minutes - readjusted for production volume, time of year and moisture
level -- the seven cannon configuration reduced clogging
issues and downtime. This significantly lowered the risk to
operators and reduced the cost of operation.
“When I did the cost assessment, I was surprised to discover
that there was a 1000 percent savings in using the air
cannons over the air lances,” Lakomowski said. “It’s a
significantly lower effect on our system than we expected,
and managers are very happy about that.” With the ability to
service wear parts like valves from the outside of the cannon
without tank removal, upkeep can be safely performed by a
single technician with no heavy lifting involved.
“Just from a safety aspect, this solution has paid for itself,”
Lakomowski concluded.
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Boost cost-efficiency with
multiple processing
solutions – all on one
wheeled portable chassis
Superior Industries has long been an innovator
in equipment portability, and the U.S.-based
company continues its leadership with new
custom-configured wheeled portable plant
designs that deliver more processing solutions
on one chassis, and less in operating costs per
tonne.
“Because Superior designs and manufactures its own
crushing, screening, and washing components, we’re better
able to cost-effectively customize and package portable plants
to meet the exact needs and goals of each operation,” says
Matthew Voigt, who serves as portable plant product
manager for Superior Industries. He stresses that the company
doesn’t take a cookie-cutter approach, but rather “offers
customization that makes portable plants ideally suited to
specification requirements, and allows cost-efficient
processing particularly where water availability, and footprints
are limited.”

Portable Crushing Plant with Superior Patriot Cone Crusher

Portable Guardian Horizontal Screen Plant Leaving
Superior's Plant in Eastern Canada

Portable Guardian Horizontal Screen Plant

New three-in-one portable sand plant
Previewing one of Superior’s latest wheeled portable
innovations, the new Portable Spirit® Sand Plant will be
unveiled at CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2020. Voigt explains that the
new plant offers three processing solutions in one single,
compact plant. “It sizes and separates washed aggregate
products; makes a spec sand product; and recovers the fines –
all on one wheeled portable chassis,” he stresses, adding that
this significantly reduces footprint requirements. “It’s a costefficient, sustainable, environmentally-sound method
of processing material near the source aggregate or
the project – while eliminating waste and costly
material hauling, and preserving
valuable water resources,” he
says.
Self-contained in one unit, and
operated by one-button start
and stop controls, the new
Portable Spirit Sand Plant, says
Voigt, is comprised of a
horizontal screen where up to
three washed aggregate
products are processed; and two
sets of cyclone/dewatering screen
combinations – one set that makes the
specification sand product; and the other
recovering fines that would typically
go to a pond or clarifying system.
Wheeled portable plants vs. trackmounted
“Superior Industries manufactures a variety of customconfigured, wheeled portable crushing, screening, and
washing plants that offer operations considerable cost-per-
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tonne advantages over the use of trackmounted options,” says Voigt.

Screen and Wash Plant with Fine Material Screw and Dewatering Screen

While track-mounted plants have gained
popularity throughout Europe over past
years, Voigt says that today’s emission
regulations, and the use of multiple trackmounted plants on one site have made their
operation far more costly. He explains that
each tracked plant has its own diesel engine
to operate, maintain and service – and each
tracked plant has an exhaust outlet that
requires a permit.
“Alternatively, an operation can bring in one
wheeled portable spread with one genset (or
the use of online power) and one exhaust
outlet to permit,” says Voigt. He adds that
wheeled portable plants deliver greater
capacities while holding more of their value
over time – versus the lower capacities, rapid
depreciation and shorter lifespan of tracked
equipment.

Portable Plant with Superior Horizontal Screen and Cone Crusher

Importantly, ongoing developments in
wheeled portable plant design have resulted
in faster setup times and greater ease of
maintenance and operation.
“For example, advantages such as Superior’s
patent-pending level-assist technology
reduces labor force and setup time
requirements by automatically leveling the
plant once it’s raised to its desired height,”
says Voigt.

When compared to tracked equipment, wheeled portable plants offer both a
lower cost of ownership and operation – while their streamlined setup,
sustainability, and multiple product processing capabilities boost cost-efficiency
in a big way.

Wheeled Spirit Sand Plant
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Mentor Training

What does competence mean
to your workforce?
Competency is a combination of
practical and thinking skills,
experience and knowledge and
the ability to take
responsibilities.
All industries and environments have their
own level of responsibilities and ways in
which they demonstrate competency
throughout their workforce; this will differ
depending on the risk levels of that
particular site but will not discourage the
fact that competency is key to maintaining
any safe working environment.
According to recent figures from the HSE,
147 fatal injuries have affected workers in
the UK within the period 2018/2019– a
figure that could have been dramatically
decreased with more competent workers
onsite.
Demonstrating Competence
It has been recognised for a number of
years, in particular in the extractives and
mineral processing industry, that
competency is demonstrated through the
achievement of nationally recognised
vocational qualifications in a subject
which directly relates to the activity that is
being performed. However, we can
question this theory as we see an increase
in both the number of vocational
qualifications being carried out alongside
the number of fatalities occurring, but why
is this?
It seems that a large number of training
courses are being carried out by trainers
that hold no training qualification to the
subject in question, making the training
and assessment process in-effective,
usually being carried out by an internal or
‘ad hoc’ member of staff rather than
reputable and accredited trainers and
assessors. This usually is for time or cost
saving purposes within the business. Let
us also not forget those providers who
have ultimately mis sold incorrect
qualifications resulting in the incorrect
performance criteria being completed.
At Mentor and SERAC, we understand the
importance of competence on site which is
why we offer a range of vocational
qualifications that link directly with a
range of specific job roles and
environments; each training element and
assessment carried out by knowledgeable
and experienced instructors and assessors.
The correct knowledge gained from
vocational qualifications combined with

experience and effective thinking on site
promotes a competent workforce but
there is still more to think about…
Risk Assessments and
Scheduled Maintenance
Employers on any site should install a
preventative maintenance plan through
risk assessments and scheduled planned
maintenance across all machinery,
ensuring that all equipment is safe to use.
Procedures should also be in place for
employees to report any damages or faults
in a systematic log to have evidence of
any maintenance work being carried out
and to reduce the risk of a costly
breakdown or accident happening.
Continuous Personal
Development
According to information provided by the
HSE, a good way to maintain an
understanding and continue to

demonstrate competence is for the
workforce to keep a record of and ensure
there is clear and continuous personal
development on-going.
This includes achieving relevant
qualifications, re-fresher training on the
equipment, keeping up-to-date with
general industry news and law changes,
equipment manufacturer changes and
accreditation changes that could affect the
running of training onsite.
Our qualifications business, Serac UK
delivers MPQC accredited qualifications
relevant to the industry. In addition,
Mentor can also support your employees
and deliver a range of tailored training,
assessments and qualifications to support
and maintain competence on site.
For further information and support or for
guidance on qualifications and workplace
competence, get in touch with us today –
01246 386900.
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We had a ground man that did
nothing but constantly clean
up; that was his job. Now we
don’t have a ground man. We
haven’t shoveled the tail wheel or
cleared anything out from under
the conveyor since we installed
these cleaners. I’m amazed by
CleanScrape®, it’s been on for a
year now and I haven’t touched
it. This material is sloppy, it’s just
muck that we’re running. And then
you look at the return side of the
belt and the proof is right there.
Absolutely phenomenal. Try it
out for yourself, it’s amazing.
– Trey Poulson | Fairplay Gold Mine
visit martin-eng.com
call 800.544.2947 or 309.852.2384
email cleanscrape@martin-eng.com
® Registered trademark of Martin Engineering Company in the US and other select locations. © 2019 Martin Engineering Company. Additional information can be obtained at www.martin-eng.com/trademarks and www.martin-eng.com/patents.

Bulk Handling

Milestone Tonnage Delivered
at CEMEX Railhead in
Attercliffe
The CEMEX railhead at its Attercliffe site in
Sheffield has received an incredible 2.5million
tonnes of aggregates in the ten years since it
has opened.
Of this, over 1.3million tonnes has been supplied to our
external customers; 1million tonnes was for CEMEX’s nearby
concrete plants, predominantly those at Rotherham, Barnsley
and Attercliffe itself; and finally more than 200,000 tonnes
has been used by CEMEX’s Asphalt business.
This milestone figure demonstrates the strategic importance
of the rail operation to the CEMEX business in the UK. The
aggregate travels to Attercliffe from the Dove Holes quarry in
Buxton, Derbyshire, and the use of rail offers considerable
efficiency benefits; taking trucks off the road and reducing
carbon emissions. A train burns significantly less fuel per tonmile than road vehicles, saving around 50 per cent in CO2
emissions.
David Hart, CEMEX’s Supply Chain Director for UK & France,
commented: “This is an incredible milestone for Attercliffe
railhead, and proves how safe and effective rail can be when
transporting aggregates. Most deliveries into this site take
place at night, allowing us to make the most of every hour of
the day and showing that CEMEX never stops when it comes
to fulfilling orders and ensuring exceptional service for our
customers.

“Using rail to transport aggregates is an area of our business
that continues to grow and is a real focus for us, as we look
to decrease road congestion and cut carbon emissions by
reducing our number of truck movements. Congratulations to
Steve Taylor, plant manager, and the team at Attercliffe for
this achievement – we look forward to more than doubling
this tonnage over the next ten years!”
The railhead at Attercliffe is operated in partnership with DB
Cargo UK, and generally receives larger locomotives with 24
wagons, carrying a load of 1,850 tonnes per train.
Andrew Sumner, Head of Industrial Sales at DB Cargo UK,
said: “By combining our expertise in rail freight with CEMEX’s
expertise in aggregates, we have forged a strong and
successful partnership over the years, ensuring a first-class
service for the UK construction industry.
“Far from being just a ‘hook and haul’ provider, we pride
ourselves on offering a complete one-stop shop for all rail
services, including transportation, terminal management and
materials handling. We look forward to continuing our long
and fruitful partnership with CEMEX in the future,” added
Andrew.
For further information, please visit www.cemex.co.uk
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Two Liebherr mixing plants
Betonmix 3.0 master concrete
production at Brenner Base Tunnel

• Considerable amounts of concrete
• Large storage volume with low space requirement
• Individually adapted concrete mix for each rock section

Two Liebherr Betomix 3.0 mixing plants
produce concrete for the Brenner Base Tunnel
major project. This is one of the most important
infrastructure projects for Austria and the
European Union.
Construction work on the Brenner Base Tunnel for a railway
link between Austria and Italy has been underway since 2008.
With a length of 64 km, it will be the longest underground
railway link in the world. Construction should be completed
by the end of 2027. One of the largest construction phases on
the Austrian side is construction lot H51 "Pfons-Brenner".
Construction work began there in late autumn 2018. The
contract was awarded to a consortium led by PORR Bau
GmbH.
Constant high quality concrete for the tunnel
The excavated tunnel tubes are secured with plastic and steel
fibre reinforced shotcrete. The exact concrete mix is adapted
to the condition of the rock in the tunnel, which changes over
its entire length.
The concrete supply has to be well organised: Large quantities
must be delivered reliably in perfect formulations with mixedin fibres into the pipes. The long transport route must be
taken into account here. When planning the mixing plant,
large rock storage volumes, reliable concrete output, fibre

addition and dosing, limited space for positioning and
assembly of the plants and 24-hour operation - even in winter
- had to be taken into account. Another important criterion
was logistics. For this purpose, special railway tracks were laid
for the rail transport means for the concrete collection and for
the material delivery of rock. The cement is delivered by truck
in silo trains.
Porr chose two Liebherr-Betomix 3.0 plants for its concrete
mixing plants. These come together with their two 3 m³ twinshaft mixers to a maximum output of around 240 m³
compacted fresh concrete per hour. Thanks to the modular
design of this plant concept, the Betomix plants could be
optimally adapted to the local conditions. The large storage
volume for aggregates with low space requirements was
achieved by the new Liebherr high silos. Each of the two high
silos can store 600 m³ of sand and gravel in seven chambers.
Twelve binder silos, each with a capacity of 100 tonnes,
supply the two plants with the required cement types. The
fibre dosing systems are also part of the mixing plant, with
the plastic and steel fibres being dosed separately, as the
fibres have to be added in perfect doses during mixing and
mixed in uniformly. For Porr, the decisive factors were the
quality, the modular design and the short delivery time for
Liebherr mixing plants.
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SCREENING CONSULTANCY
& SUPPLIES LTD

Screening & Lining Solutions
SCS specialises in the design, manufacture, installation of synthetic screening
surfaces and wear resistant linings to the mineral processing industry.
42 Somers Road, Rugby, Warwickshire CV22 7DH
T: 01788 55 33 00 F: 01788 55 11 99 E: sales@scsrugby.co.uk www.scsrugby.co.uk
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CRJ SERVICES

16

SCS

72

DUO EQUIPMENT

72

SMT GB

52

ECOHOG

42

SUPERIOR

66

KIVERCO

32

TANA

46

KLEEMAN

26

TDL

28

LINDNER

8

TEREX ECOTEC

44

MARTIN ENGINEERING

68

TEREX MINERALS PROCESSING

MB CRUSHER

32

WARWICK WARD

MCLANAHAN

INSIDE FRONT COVER

4
39

HUB Classified Advertising

DERNASEER WASH PLANT

PLANT INCLUDES:
Belt feed hopper BFH9023

Sand plant

750mm wide main feed
conveyor

Stock pilers – 4 conveyor
system

1652 Screen

Water treatment plant

Apply:

DLW502 log washer
(scrub & clean aggregates
5mm to 75mm)

Oli moto vibrator system

Stoneledge SB Ltd
Elsham Top
Elsham Wold, Brigg
North Lincolnshire DN20 0NU
Contact: Debbie Leak 07799 437283

Dewatering plant
1252 Screen
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Nord helical – bevel
gearboxes
Plant produces 1 – 6
saleable products
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HUB Classified Advertising

would like to wish all of our readers
and clients a very

Mobile Exhibition Unitts |
Corporate Events & Promotion
ns |
Roadshow Organisation & Managemen
nt |
Website Design | Show Structures/Show Tentts |
Graphic Panel Design & Production | PR & Marketing Supporrt |
Exhibition Stand Design & Construction |
( 44
(+4
(+44
44)
4) 777
778
78
7888 6660
6 99
6099
9 6

j k@
jack@
@saw
saaward-me.com
sawar
dd-m
me. om
m

and very prosperous
New Year!
www.hub-4.com

www.s
www
w.sawar
saw
ward-me.co
d-m
me. om
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